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Abstract 

The conceptual relation theory postulates that English noun-noun compound words 
(e.g., snowman) have an underlying predicate structure that is not present in the 
surface form, but is recovered during compound processing (e.g., man made of snow). 
The relational nature of constituent binding in compound words marks them as a 
linguistic construction that is distinct from both the simplex words 
(monomorphemic) and other complex words (derived and inflected words) 
previously examined in the context of verbal working memory. In short-term memory 
research, a growing body of evidence suggests that semantic properties of words 
influence verbal recall; however, such effects have not been examined in the context 
of compound conceptual relations. The present study investigated the possible effects 
of compound conceptual relations in verbal working memory via an immediate serial 
recall task. The task was designed to examine whether sharing of an individual 
relation leads to facilitative or inhibitory effects for compounds associated with that 
relation and, more generally, whether this semantic property of compound words 
contributes to their recollection from short-term memory. Evidence from the serial 
recall experiment suggested an effect of compound relation priming in working 
memory. Relational similarity between recall list items appeared to inhibit recall 
performance. The thesis discusses how this may be the result of increased 
competition between compound constituents as a result of heightened constituent-
level activation during word recall. This effect was not observed in relations that 
appeared to be overly general, suggesting that the effect is only present when 
compound words are matched according to salient, sufficiently specified relations. 
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Introduction 

Short-term memory is often considered to be critically involved in—and have 
implications for—a variety of cognitive tasks, including language comprehension, 
mathematics, and visuospatial ordering (Walker & Hulme, 1999; Baddeley 1986; 
1983; Hitch, 1980). As a result, it has been the subject of a vast number of studies over 
the last five decades. Studies of verbal short-term memory typically involve 
immediate serial recall tasks that ask participants to memorize a list of words then 
recall them in serial order immediately after presentation. Through the manipulation 
of the linguistic stimuli used in these tasks, researchers have revealed effects of 
various lexical and semantic properties of words on word recall performance. These 
observances have provided insight into the short- term processing, storage, and 
retrieval of linguistic information, and have helped to shape our understanding of how 
words are represented in the mind in both the short- and long-term. Theories 
regarding the role of phonological information in short-term word storage and 
retrieval have been prominent throughout the literature (e.g., Baddeley, 1983; 
Baddeley, 1986; Cowan et al., 1992); however, emerging evidence shows that 
semantic information (typically associated with long-term memory) also contributes 
to our ability to recall linguistic information (Poirier et al., 2015; Acheson et al., 2011; 
Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1995; Huttenlocher & Newcombe, 1976). These findings have 
led to theories proposing that long-term memory plays either a central (e.g., Acheson 
& MacDonald, 2009; Roodenrys, 2009) or supporting role (e.g., Baddeley, 2000; 2012) 
in short-term memory operations on linguistic representations.  

Studies of verbal short-term memory have largely focused on morphologically 
simplex (monomorphemic) words (e.g., tea, sell). Morphologically complex words are 
words composed of two or more meaningful linguistic units (morphemes), formed by 
the combination of a root word and some form of affix (e.g., sell + ing) or by combining 
two or more words together in a compound (e.g., teacup). The few existing studies of 
complex words in verbal short-term memory suggest that morphological complexity 
limits word recall, but that the extra load may be partially offset by support from 
increased semantic representation (Service & Maury, 2015; Németh et. al., 2011; 
Service & Tujulin, 2002). In the case of compound words, less is known about their 
representation in short-term memory and the effect of lexical or semantic properties 
on their recollection. A study by Wälchli (2016), reported that immediate serial recall 
of compound words appeared to rely heavily on the phonological encoding of 
constituents. The contribution of their semantic features was not investigated. 

The relational nature of constituent binding in compound words marks them 
as a linguistic construction that is distinct from both the simplex words 
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(monomorphemic) and other complex words (derived and inflected words) 
previously examined in the context of verbal working memory. For example, the 
combination of the noun man with a modifier noun snow produces a compounded 
concept, snowman, that is more than the simultaneous activation of two concepts. The 
conceptual relation theory (e.g., Downing, 1977; Levi, 1978) postulates that the 
creation of compound words (e.g., snowman) not only involves the concatenation of 
two words, but also requires the selection of a relationship that explains and 
rationalizes the connection between them. Under this theory, the combined concept 
snowman uses a MADE OF relationship to specify that the head “man” is MADE OF the 
modifier “snow”. Empirical studies on compound conceptual relations (e.g., Gagné, 
2001; Gagné, 2002; Estes & Jones, 2006; Popov & Hristova, 2015) have not only shown 
evidence for their psychological reality, but have also suggested that the 
interpretation of a compound can be facilitated by prior exposure to a different 
compound containing the same conceptual relation. In sensicality judgement tasks 
requiring a sensical/non-sensical response (e.g., Gagné, 2002; Estes & Jones, 2006), 
comprehension of a compound such as snowman (man MADE OF snow) is faster when 
preceded by a compound like meatball (ball MADE OF meat) than when preceded by a 
compound such as bookshelf (shelf FOR books) in a phenomenon dubbed “relation 
priming”.  

The study presented in this thesis investigated the possible effects of 
compound conceptual relations in verbal working memory via an immediate serial 
recall task. The task was designed to investigate whether repetition of an individual 
relation leads to facilitative priming for compounds associated with that relation and, 
more generally, whether this semantic property of compound words contributes to 
their recollection from short-term memory. I will first review the relevant 
background information across three chapters summarizing the literature on the 
topics of English compound words, compound conceptual relations, and words in 
verbal short-term memory. Two empirical studies are then presented. In the 
Immediate Serial Recall Experiment, participants were required to memorize lists of 
compound words and recall them in order immediately after presentation. Lists 
differed in whether the presented compounds used the same or different conceptual 
relations to probe the effects of conceptual relation similarity on compound word 
recall. In the Conceptual Relation Similarity Survey, participants were asked to 
compare compound words used in the recall task and rate the similarity of their 
conceptual relations. The similarity ratings from the survey were used in post-hoc 
analysis to validate the experimental design of the serial recall task. The findings are 
discussed, addressing the possible involvement of conceptual relations in how 
compound words are processed, stored, and retrieved from short-term memory.  
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Chapter 1 

English Compound Words 

Compound words such as teacup, winter jacket, and frying pan are common in English 
and other languages. Compounds typically serve the purpose of helping us distinguish 
between different types of things, or different manners of performing actions. For 
example, there are various types of cup that one may wish to purchase for different 
purposes: teacups, coffee cups, measuring cups, egg cups, etc. Similarly, one may wish 
to describe the type or manner of walking while unconscious using the term sleepwalk. 
The basic structure of such compound words is that they consist of a head word that 
provides the core meaning, and a modifier word that classifies the type or manner of 
the head. For example, teacup contains a head noun cup, which tells us that the thing 
in question is a cup, and a modifier tea, which indicates that it belongs to a class of 
cups used for tea. In English, a compound’s syntactic category (noun, verb, etc.) is 
determined by its head; thus, a teacup is a noun based on its head cup, while (to) 
sleepwalk is a verb based on its head walk. This is illustrated in Table 1 below. The 
present study focuses on the structure of nominal compounds: those whose head word 
is a noun.  

Table 1: components of English compound words 

 

 

 

 

Properties and Characteristics of Compound Words 

The following sub-sections will briefly introduce some basic properties of compound 
words that are relevant to further discussion of their structure and the way readers 
comprehend them. Because these properties influence the way compound words are 
processed, they should be considered in any study investigating compound 
processing, including the study presented in this thesis.   

Compound Modifier Head Syntactic Category 

teacup tea cup noun 

(to) sleepwalk sleep walk  verb 
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Headedness 

A prototypical compound word contains a head and a modifier. Headedness refers to 
the constituent (left or right; first or second) that serves as the semantic and syntactic 
head of the compound. In English, compound words are generally right headed, 
meaning the head is the second constituent (e.g., teacup, sleepwalk). Head position 
varies cross-linguistically, and languages may exhibit preference for left or right 
headedness, or even no apparent preference at all (Williams, 1981). In transparent 
and semi-transparent compounds—those with fully discernable meanings, such as 
teacup, or partially discernable meanings, such as nickname—the head plays an 
important role in defining the syntactic category of the compound (e.g., noun, verb), 
as well as providing the core meaning of the compound. Headedness in opaque 
compounds—those with meanings that are not easily understood, such as humbug—
is less discernable. Humbug is neither a bug nor a type of hum, so it does not appear 
to receive semantic information from either constituent. Its syntactic category (noun), 
however, may stem from the word bug, suggesting that the second constituent may 
act as a syntactic head if not a semantic one. The presence of a head—or primary 
contributor to semantic and syntactic information—in opaque compounds is 
debatable; opaque compounds like humbug are likely to have had an originally 
transparent or semi-transparent meaning that has simply been lost over time, 
resulting in the loss of an obvious semantic or syntactic head (Libben et. al, 2003). 

It has been shown that headedness has an influence in a variety of lexical and 
semantic properties. Libben et al. (2003) found that compounds with transparent 
heads (e.g., teacup, nickname) exhibited faster response times in lexical decision tasks 
than those with opaque heads (e.g., jailbird, humbug), and proposed that the 
transparency of the compound head plays a more significant role in processing than 
the transparency of the modifier. In a further study of Italian compound words, Arcara, 
Semenza, and Bambini (2014) compared the processing of head-initial and head-final 
compounds in Italian and found that there is a higher processing cost for head-final 
compounds. The authors propose that this is the result of a reanalysis: because the 
core semantic content occurs at the end of the word, the reader needs to reanalyze 
the whole compound to integrate the information gained from the head. In contrast, 
they argue that receiving the core semantic information first (i.e., in head initial 
compounds) does not require the same reanalysis. 

All compounds in the present study are right-headed, thereby eliminating any 
effects of left-right head position; however, the finding that head transparency 
modulates compound processing times is an effect that that may carry into memory 
recall tasks. If this effect patterns similarly in memory recall, we may expect to find 
increased recall performance for compounds with higher head transparency ratings. 
This is discussed further under the heading Semantic Transparency (page 6). 
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Frequency 

Word frequency describes how often a word occurs in a corpus of (usually written) 
language as an extrapolation of how frequent that word is in the language. 
Monomorphemic words (i.e., words made up of a single morpheme, such as dog or 
restaurant) that occur more frequently are generally found to be easier to process 
(Forster & Chambers, 1973; Inhoff & Rayner, 1986; Grainger, 1990) and to have more 
synonyms and word associations in a rich semantic network (Balota et al., 2004). And 
while these effects of word frequency are well documented in monomorphemic words, 
studies on the frequency effects of multimorphemic words—in particular, compound 
words—have painted a more complex picture (see Amenta & Crepaldi, 2012; 
Duñabeitia, Perea, & Carreiras, 2007 for reviews). 

In the case of compound words, frequency measures can be obtained for the 
whole word (also known as the surface frequency, e.g., the frequency of the word 
teacup) and for each of its individual constituents (i.e., tea and cup). Evidence from a 
variety of empirical studies suggests that whole-word and constituent frequencies 
contribute to compound processing separately, including observed differences 
between the contributions of left and right constituent frequencies. Typically, 
compounds with high whole-word frequencies are processed faster than compounds 
with low whole-word frequencies, in a similar manner to monomorphemic words 
(Bertram & Hyönä, 2003; Amenta & Crepaldi, 2012). In an eye-tracking study 
mimicking natural reading, Hyönä and Pollatsek (1998) found that the frequency of 
the first constituent of a Finnish noun-noun compound influenced both a reader’s 
initial fixation and their total gaze duration of the whole word (higher frequency 
predicted shorter fixations). The authors concluded that having a high frequency first 
constituent reduced the reading time of compound words. In a further study focusing 
on the second constituent, Pollatsek et al. (2000) found a similar, significant 
facilitative effect of second constituent frequency. This finding was replicated by 
Juhasz et al. (2003) who also found a facilitative effect of second constituent 
frequency; however, this study showed only a trend toward facilitation for first 
constituents. In an additional eye-tracking study, Andrews, Miller, and Rayner (2004) 
found differing frequency effects for both constituents. In this study, a higher 
frequency first constituent reduced readers' initial fixation duration and the total gaze 
duration for the whole compound word (as per Hyönä & Pollatsek, 1998), while a 
higher frequency second constituent reduced the initial fixation duration and the 
probability that a reader would have to regress for reanalysis. This finding suggests 
that while the frequencies of both constituents influence reading times (with higher 
frequencies equating to faster reading speeds), they contribute to the reading process 
in different ways.  

Morphological Family Size and Family Frequency 

Morphological family size refers to the number of words that a morphological 
constituent appears in (e.g., the morphological family size for the word snow is the 
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count of all words that contain the morpheme snow: snowed, snowing, snowball, etc.). 
Studies of morphological family size have shown a consistent effect whereby words 
with more morphological relatives (i.e., a larger family size) are processed faster than 
words with a smaller family network, such that words that have frequent associations 
are processed more quickly. (Schreuder, 1997; Pylkkänen et al., 2004; Juhasz & 
Berkowitz, 2011). A similar effect is that of morphological family frequency, which is 
the sum of frequencies for the morphological family. Words with higher family 
frequencies are also processed faster than words with lower family frequencies 
(Baayen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1997). In noun-noun 
compound words, morphological family size and frequency are computed for left and 
right constituents independently (e.g., size and frequency of both snow and man in 
snowman). Positional family size and frequency are also calculated (e.g., the family 
size and frequency of snow as a modifier and as a head). Family size and frequency 
effects are typically attributed to the increased activation of relatives in a 
morphological network: words that belong to a larger morphological family (or a 
family with higher frequency) benefit from spreading activation of associated words 
in the mental lexicon which allows for faster processing and recognition times (de 
Jong, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2000). 

Semantic Transparency 

Noun-noun compound words are frequently discussed in terms of their semantic 
transparency: that is, how easily their meaning can be discerned from their 
constituent parts. Highly transparent or endocentric compounds such as teacup are 
easily understood through the analysis of their parts alone. Conversely, opaque or 
exocentric compounds such as hogwash have a seemingly idiosyncratic meaning that 
cannot be determined through analysis of their parts alone (i.e., hogwash has nothing 
to do with washing or hogs) and comprehension of their meaning must rely on some 
other knowledge. Moreover, the meaning contribution of individual constituents may 
have differing levels of transparency, thus allowing compounds to be classified into 
four transparency categories (Libben, 2003): 

1. those with a transparent modifier and head (TT) (e.g., teacup)  
2. those with a transparent modifier and opaque head (TO) (e.g., jailbird)  
3. those with an opaque modifier and transparent head (OT) (e.g., nickname)  
4. those with an opaque modifier and head (OO) (e.g., hogwash). 

Semantic transparency is generally considered an important factor in compound 
word processing (Zwitserlood, 1994; Libben, 1998; Libben et al., 2003; El-Bialy, 
Gagné, & Spalding, 2013). One might assume, instinctually, that compound words that 
have meanings closely associated to—and easily derived from—their component 
parts would be easier to understand and, therefore, easier to process than compounds 
with opaque or partially opaque constituents. A review of the literature, however, 
shows that the effect of semantic transparency is still under debate, with disparate 
evidence emerging from different investigations (see Frisson, Niswander-Klement, & 
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Pollatsek, 2008, for a comprehensive review). Libben et al. (2003) found that the 
semantic transparency of a compound word is derived directly from the transparency 
of both of its constituents, although the transparency of the head constituent played 
the most significant role in lexical decision latencies. In this study, it was found that 
TT and OT compounds were recognized more quickly than TO and OO compounds, 
suggesting that the transparency of the head plays a more significant role in 
compound processing than the transparency of the modifier, and that having a 
transparent core meaning reduces processing cost. Conversely, Pollatsek and Hyönä 
(2005) found no evidence for semantic transparency effects in partially or fully 
opaque compounds (OT, TO, OO) in an eye-tracking study designed to investigate 
natural reading. This appears counter to the findings of Libben et al. (2003) in the case 
of OT compounds, and suggests that transparency is only a processing factor for fully 
transparent compounds. Moreover, Frisson et al. (2008) found no evidence of a 
transparency effect in English compounds during normal reading regardless of 
transparency composition (OT, TO, OO, TT) when compounds were written without a 
space (e.g., mothball vs moth ball). They argue that this suggests that unspaced 
compound words are processed as whole words and, therefore, constituent level 
transparency effects are not a factor; however, the authors note that the variation in 
findings across the literature may be evidence that transparency effects are partially 
task induced (2008, p.102), or that the eye-tracking measures utilized in their study 
were not sufficient to capture relevant effects. 

In sum, the effects of semantic transparency in compound processing are not 
currently clear. Evidence suggests that there may be an effect of head transparency 
on compound visual processing, but that this effect may be both task-specific and 
limited to incidences of compounds presented as spaced words. In the present study, 
all compounds had relatively high transparency ratings and were presented as 
unspaced words. If the effects of word spacing found by Frisson et al. (2008) hold true 
in a memory recall design, then we would expect there to be no apparent effect of 
constituent transparency on recall performance. Evidence of an effect of constituent 
transparency may indicate that compound words are not stored as whole words in 
working memory, despite their orthographic presentation.  

Section Summary  

As highlighted previously, any study of compound words necessarily involves the 
consideration of a variety of interacting lexical and semantic factors that appear to 
interplay at both whole-word and constituent levels. These interactions are important 
for the understanding and discussion of how compound words are visually processed 
and represented within the mental lexicon how they are represented within working 
memory (Chapter 2) and in any analysis dependent on their processing (Chapter 4).  
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Processing and Representation of Morphologically Complex Words 

Studies of morphologically complex words have largely focused on how such 
words are (1) processed, and (2) stored in the mind. Specifically, studies have largely 
focused on the question of whether morphologically complex words are processed as 
whole words (full-listing models), as a string of parts (morphological decomposition 
models), or a combination of the two (dual-route models) and whether they are 
similarly represented in the mind as whole words, individual components, or a 
combination thereof. An underlying assumption behind most theories of 
morphological decomposition is that there is a processing cost associated with 
decomposing and then reassembling constituent morphemes, thereby suggesting that 
whole-word access is more efficient, and that any combined route (i.e., involving both 
whole-word and constituent level processing and/or representations) would be 
slower or less efficient than whole-word access alone (Ji, Gagné, & Spalding, 2011). 
Experimental evidence suggests, however, that compound words are processed more 
quickly than monomorphemic words. Ji, Gagné, & Spalding (2011) found that both 
semantically transparent compounds (e.g., rosebud) and opaque compounds (e.g., 
hogwash) were processed more quickly than monomorphemic words matched in 
length and frequency. Similarly, Fiorentino and Poeppel (2007) found a processing 
advantage for compound words compared to monomorphemic words in lexical 
decision times and event-related potentials (ERP). Further, Juhasz (2006) found that 
compound words with a high frequency first constituent had shorter processing times 
than matched monomorphemic words in an eye-tracking task, while low frequency 
first constituent compounds did not differ in processing time from monomorphemic 
words. Together, the results of such studies suggest that the existence of multiple 
routes for processing—and, thereby, information access—via whole-words and 
constituents increases processing efficiency in multimorphemic words. This also 
suggests that compound words benefit from the access of whole-word and 
constituent level representations within the mental lexicon. Emerging accounts of 
compound word processing suggest that several sources of information are involved 
in a complex equation that considers constituent position, semantic transparency, and 
constituent family size (Libben, 1998; Libben, 2003; Kuperman, Bertram, & Baayen, 
2008; Kuperman, Schreuder, Bertram, & Baayen, 2009).  

Section Summary 

The present study utilized the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) of 
compound words to participants: participants were required to read compound 
words as they were presented orthographically on a computer screen. Evidence from 
compound word processing studies indicates that both whole-word and constituent 
level representations play a role in compound word comprehension. This further 
suggests that the present examination of compound word representations and their 
interactions in working memory should consider both whole-word and constituent 
level factors.   
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Chapter 2 

Compound Conceptual Relations and Meaning Derivation 

That the constituents of compound words are joined by a relational structure appears 
to be evident to language users, as speakers can readily verbalize these relationships 
through paraphrase. For example, one might explain that a teapot is “a pot used FOR 
tea” or that a snowball is a “ball MADE OF snow”. The fact that speakers define English 
compound words using relationships such as FOR and MADE OF suggests that these 
relationships are critical to the meaning of compounds, despite not appearing in the 
compounds themselves. This raises important questions regarding where such 
relational knowledge originates and how speakers integrate this knowledge with 
constituents to understand compound meaning. Psycholinguistic research on 
morphologically complex words has largely focused on derived and inflected words, 
while studies of compound words remain less common. In particular, theoretical and 
empirical studies of compound relationships are few and largely recent, but show 
important effects in compound word processing and the associations that are held 
between concepts (e.g., Boutonnet, McClain, & Thierry, 2014; Spalding & Gagné, 2011; 
Gagné, 2001; Gagné & Shoben, 1997; Levi, 1979; Downing, 1977.).  

Ferdinand de Saussure’s seminal work, Course in General Linguistics (Cours de 
Linguistique Générale, 1959), distinguishes two types of relationship that can exist 
between concepts: syntagmatic relations, those that exist only in context; and 
paradigmatic relations, those that are context independent and exist as the result of 
accumulated experience. For example, the concepts apple and basket have no intrinsic 
relationship, but when those concepts are combined to form apple basket (a basket 
for apples) they enter a context-specific relationship (i.e., a context wherein a basket 
is used for holding apples); however, the relation that exists between apple and fruit 
(an apple is a fruit) is constant regardless of context. This distinction suggests that the 
combination of concepts like apple and basket, or snow and ball to form compounded 
concepts requires the inclusion of a context-specific relationship that is otherwise not 
inherent between the two constituents. This relationship encodes information about 
the specific combination that goes beyond the static, denotational meaning of each 
constituent, and allows language users to understand the combination of concepts in 
context. While the interpretation of such relationships appears intuitive, this raises 
numerous questions: What are the possible relationships, and are they a finite class 
of structures? How are these relationships formed? How do speakers decide or know 
which relationships to use? Each of these questions reflects an ongoing investigation 
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within the realm of compound word processing. In this chapter, each question is 
addressed briefly through a summary of the current literature.  

Conceptual Relation Taxonomies 

The goal of developing a taxonomy of conceptual relations is to describe an inventory 
of relations that is both general enough to apply to the infinite generativity of 
compounding, while also being specific enough to successfully encapsulate and 
convey the desired compound meaning. Despite the commonality of this goal, the 
number of relations presented in the various taxonomies for noun-noun compound 
words varies quite significantly (see Nastase et al. 2014 for review). Warren (1978) 
proposed 45 discrete compound relations derived from a study of the Brown Corpus 
(Kučera and Francis, 1967) that belong to 11 hierarchical categories, eventually 
collapsing into six relational “super categories”. Similarly, Tratz and Hovy (2010) 
proposed an inventory of 43 relations within 10 high-level categorizations. In 
contrast, Levi (1978) devised a core list of just 12 relations to account for the semantic 
relations of complex nominals (excluding predicating nominals and nominalizations; 
see below), and Shoben (1991; Gagné & Shoben, 1997) expanded on Levi’s inventory, 
delineating first 14 then 16 relations covering both predicating and nominalized 
compounds. The present study utilizes the compound conceptual relation 
categorizations defined by Shoben (1991; Gagné & Shoben, 1997) and modelled on 
Levi (1978). As Shoben’s treatment does not diverge significantly from Levi, a 
summary of Levi’s categorization is provided below.  

In a seminal work on compound relations, Levi (1978) describes two classes of 
complex nominals that are formed through adjective + noun construction: those with 
predicating adjectives and those with non-predicating adjectives. Complex nominals 
with predicating adjectives contain an underlying predicating structure in the form of 
Noun is Adjective. For example, electric clock has an underlying predicating structure 
clock is electric. Complex nominals with non-predicating adjectives do not enter this 
copular structure, and thus cannot be expressed as Noun is Adjective. For example, 
electrical engineer logically does not represent an underlying structure engineer is 
electrical.. Levi demonstrates that noun-noun compound words (where the modifier 
is a noun rather than an adjective), pattern like nominals with non-predicating 
adjectives. For example, teacup does not represent an underlying structure cup is tea. 
Levi provides derivational analysis to show that non-predicating adjectives (i.e., the 
electrical type) are, in fact, underlyingly derived from nouns. In sum, predicating 
nominals are those that combine adjective + noun (big bomb), while non-predicating 
nominals are those that combine noun + noun (atom bomb). The modifying noun of a 
non-predicating nominal may be derived into an adjectival form (atomic bomb), but 
remains non-predicating (*bomb is atomic).  

Throughout, Levi (1978) addresses the question of how the meanings of non-
predicating nominals (NPNs) are structured and derived. She argues that instead of 
an underlying copular structure of noun is modifier, NPNs of the two types described 
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above contain a deleted predicate from a finite list of “Recoverably Deletable 
Predicates” (RDPs). Rather than cup is tea, Levi argues that an NPN such as teacup 
contains the underlying form cup FOR tea, where the predicate FOR explains the 
relationship between the two constituents, but has been deleted in the surface form. 
In the course of processing an NPN like teacup, an individual is argued to recover the 
deleted predicate and reconstruct the full phrasal meaning. Levi identifies nine 
“primitive” RDPs that can be used to explain the semantic relationships between 
modifier and noun constituents: CAUSE, HAVE, MAKE, BE, USE, FOR, IN, ABOUT, and FROM. The 
CAUSE, HAVE, and MAKE relations are argued to have two related but distinct forms each: 
(1) Modifier CAUSE/HAVE/MAKE Head, and (2) Head CAUSE/HAVE/MAKE Modifier. This 
raises the total number of Levi’s relations to 12. Although these relations are absent 
from the surface form, Levi argues that both the surface and underlying forms of 
complex nominals allow for the same semantic interpretations (i.e., the surface form 
is no more restrictive nor idiosyncratic than the underlying form, despite its 
simplicity), and that possible semantic ambiguities are resolved through the 
combination of sentential and situational context and pragmatics. 

Levi provides a separate analysis for a final class of non-predicating nominals 
that that are formed through a verb nominalization process. This class of NPN is 
composed of a nominalized verb and a modifier that is either the subject of the 
underlying verb (e.g., parental advisory from ‘parent advises’), or the object of the verb 
(e.g., dream analysis from ‘analyse dream’). Levi proposes four types of 
nominalizations to account for the remaining semantic interpretations of NPNs, 
illustrated in Table 2 below.  

Table 2: classes of verb-nominalization (adapted from Levi, 1978). 

Nominalization Type Example 

Act Nominalizations parental refusal  act of parents refusing 

Product Nominalizations human error   that which is produced by (the 
   act of) humans erring 

Agent Nominalizations mail sorter   x such that x sorts mail 

Patient Nominalizations student invention  y such that students invent y 

 

The present study utilizes the 16 relations proposed by Shoben (1991; Gagné 
& Shoben 1997) which include derivatives of Levi’s 12 RDPs and verb nominalizations. 
These are compiled with examples in Table 3 below.  

Table 3: semantic relations, adapted from Shoben (1991; Gagné & Shoben 1997).  
H: head; M: modifier. 

Relation Example Relation Example 

H ABOUT M newsflash M HAS H doorframe 
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Relation Example Relation Example 

H BY M handclap H location is M farmyard 

H CAUSES M joyride H location is H neckline 

H CAUSED BY M sunbeam H MADE OF M snowman 

H DERIVED FROM M seafood H MAKES M flourmill 

H DURING M nightlife H IS M girlfriend 

H FOR M mealtime H USES M steamboat 

H HAS M bookshop H USED BY M witchcraft 

 

Further Notes on Relation Taxonomies 

The number of relations required to accurately represent the seemingly infinite 
number of conceptual combinations is a matter of open debate, and many authors 
note that their own attempts to inventory relations are unlikely to be exhaustive (e.g., 
Gagné & Shoben, 1997; Downing, 1977). Downing (1977) argues that, in fact, 
compound relationships cannot be a finite class if an infinite number of novel 
interpretations can be generated. To illustrate this position, he provides the example 
plate length to describe “what your hair is when it drags in your food”, arguing that 
the ability to generate an infinite number of such context-specific relations would 
require an infinite number of compound relations. Downing’s position, however, 
appears to assume that a significant amount of idiosyncratic information is encoded 
in the relation itself, rather than being discerned through context. In contrast, the 
finite number of relations described by Levi (1978) are argued to be semantically 
“primitive” enough to allow for a multitude of distinct but related meanings based on 
context. For example, a sleeping pill is a pill FOR (ENABLING) sleep, while cold medication 
is medication FOR (ALLEVIATING) a cold (examples my own). Here, the relation FOR is 
general enough to describe the conceptual relation in both compounds, but allows for 
a distinct meaning in each that is discernable through context and pragmatics (i.e., 
medication is typically taken to cure—not cause—an illness). Levi argues that this is 
a common occurrence in sentences as well as compounds, and that context and 
pragmatics allow us to discern such meanings without the need for distinct, 
idiosyncratic relations. For example, a sentence such as “Jill baked a cake FOR Sue” 
could mean that Sue was the RECIPIENT of the cake, or that Sue was the BENEFICIARY of 
Jill baking the cake (on her behalf); however, the context in which the sentence is 
delivered will clear this ambiguity for the listener or reader. Levi argues that the 
generativity of compounds—and the capacity to easily interpret novel compound 
constructions—is suggestive of a finite list of relations that language users are capable 
of systematically applying and decoding by applying such pragmatic strategies.  
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Section Summary 

The use of conceptual relations to explain and derive the meaning of complex 
nominals is widely agreed upon across the literature. Discrepancy arises when 
discussing the number, finiteness, and exact categorization of these relations, 
typically with respect to the degree of idiosyncratic information they must encode. 
The present study builds on the body of work exploring the conceptual relations 
proposed by Levi (1978) and expanded upon by Shoben (1991; Gagné & Shoben 
1997). The topic of relation specificity is revisited under the heading Relation 
Similarity and in Chapter 4: Discussion as it relates to our analysis.  

Theories of Conceptual Combination  

Conceptual relation taxonomies and associated derivational models—such as those 
described by Levi (1978) and Warren (1978)—outline the proposed underlying 
structure of compound words from a syntactic and semantic perspective, and address 
the question of how their meaning is ultimately derived; however, such theories of 
derivation do not answer the question of how a reader or listener actively 
reconstructs such underlying forms. How a reader decides or ‘uncovers’ an 
appropriate conceptual relation is addressed instead in theories of the conceptual 
combination process. A prominent theory of conceptual combination is the Relational-
Interpretation-Competitive-Evaluation (RICE) theory (Spalding, Gagné, Mullaly & Ji, 
2010), which is the successor to the Competition Among Relations in Nominals 
(CARIN) theory (Gagné & Shoben, 1997). Both theories are described briefly below, 
and provide insight into the process of selecting a conceptual relation and its 
contribution to the larger process of compound word processing.  

Competition Among Relations in Nominals (CARIN)  

Gagné and Shoben (1997) argued that, while their list of 16 relations may not be 
entirely exhaustive, it allowed for the development of a predictive model of compound 
word processing that uses conceptual relations as a core component in the 
comprehension process. The Competition Among Relations in Nominals (CARIN) 
model demonstrated that the ease of interpreting a compound relation depended on 
the likelihood of that relation occurring between two constituents, weighed against 
the likelihood of all possible alternatives. For example, in Shoben (1991) the 
compound mountain range was found to have a longer processing time than other 
words containing the MADE OF relationship in a lexical decision task. Applying the 
CARIN model, Gagné and Shoben (1997) argued that this was because MADE OF is not 
a common relation for either the head (mountain) nor modifier (range) to instantiate 
during conceptual combination. Under CARIN, the competition generated by more 
commonly occurring alternatives for both constituents explained the increased 
processing time. In another study, Gagné (2001) found that priming a target 
compound with a compound that uses the same relation (e.g., student accusation — 
student vote, “y BY student”) resulted in shorter sensicality judgement latencies, 
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indicating decreased processing time for the target compound (note that all prime–
target pairs shared the same modifier). Gagné concluded that this was likely due to 
increased availability of the target relation which facilitated the processing of the 
target modifier: a prediction under the CARIN model. In sum, the CARIN model was 
built upon evidence that competition exists between a constituent’s possible relations, 
and that prior exposure to a relation could facilitate the initial relation selection 
process. 

Relational-Interpretation-Competitive-Evaluation (RICE) 

The competitive nature of conceptual relation selection identified in CARIN 
was expanded in the Relational-Interpretation-Competitive-Evaluation (RICE) theory 
of compound processing (Spalding, Gagné, Mullaly & Ji, 2010). RICE posits that the 
selection of a compound relation is a competitive process that unfolds in three distinct 
but overlapping stages of “suggest, evaluate, elaborate”. First, relations that are 
commonly associated with the modifier are activated (suggested) and compete for 
selection. Second, a simultaneous competition occurs between the relations that can 
possibly link the modifier to the head (evaluate). The relation that best fits these 
criteria (appropriateness for both the modifier and the modifier-head connection) is 
selected as the interpretation. Third, the selected relation is used to derive the 
meaning of the full compound (elaborate). A key contribution of the RICE model is the 
ability for relation effects to occur at different stages of processing. Under RICE, the 
relation priming effects observed in studies such as Gagné (2001) are thought to occur 
during the evaluation stage, rather than the initial suggestion stage: thus, priming of 
a relation from a previous compound affects the ability to evaluate the final compound 
interpretation. This hypothesis predicts that the effects of relation priming are likely 
inhibitory rather than facilitatory: activation of an erroneous relation at the 
compound level would increase competition at the evaluation stage. This is discussed 
further under the heading Compound Conceptual Relation Priming.  

Section Summary 

Both the CARIN and later RICE theories of compound processing suggest a 
competitive selection process for compound relations that is sensitive to both the 
likelihood of a constituent entering a given relation (i.e., how frequently the 
constituent combines with other constituents while using that relation), the 
likelihood of that constituent entering other relations (i.e., the frequency with which 
the constituent enters into the desired relation relative to the frequency with which 
it enters into all other relations), and the plausibility of the chosen relation explaining 
the connection between two compound constituents. Further evidence (e.g., Gagné, 
2002) suggests that this selection process can also be affected by prior exposure to 
conceptual relations in an effect known as relation priming. Findings from various 
relation priming studies are presented below.  
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Compound Conceptual Relation Priming 

Evidence from several empirical studies of conceptual relations shows that the 
processing of compound words is influenced by recent exposure to a compound 
involving the same relation (e.g., Gagné, 2001; Maguire & Cater, 2004; Gagné et al., 
2009). Specifically, it has been found that a compound is easier to process and 
interpret when preceded by a compound with the same relation relative to a 
compound with a different relation. Some of the earliest evidence for this priming 
phenomenon was established by Gagné (2001) who showed that a novel compound 
such as student vote (vote BY student) is easier to confirm as a sensible construction 
when preceded by student accusation (accusation BY student) than when preceded by 
student car (student HAS car). Similar effects have been reported for novel compounds 
in other languages, including French and Chinese (respectively: Maguire & Cater, 
2004; Hongbo & Gagné; 2007) suggesting that this may be a common phenomenon 
across languages with compounding. Similarly, Gagné and Shoben (2002) found that 
a participant’s understanding of an ambiguous compound (e.g., an adolescent doctor 
may be a doctor who IS adolescent, or a doctor FOR adolescents) is influenced by prior 
exposure to its possible relationships. In a task where participants were asked to 
define the meaning of ambiguous compounds, participants more readily provided the 
interpretation a doctor FOR adolescents when the compound was preceded by animal 
doctor (a doctor FOR animals), and the interpretation a doctor who IS adolescent when 
preceded by male doctor (a doctor who IS male). These studies indicate that 
conceptual relation selection and general compound processing are influenced by 
prior exposure to conceptual relations. 

While the above studies confirm an effect of exposure to conceptual relations, 
they do not fully explain the nature of the effect observed: does relation priming 
facilitate compound processing when a prime and target share a relation (as predicted 
by the CARIN model), or does it inhibit processing when they use different relations 
(as predicted by the RICE model)? Using a lexical decision task (including known 
compounds and pseudo-compounds formed by combining two real words) Spalding 
and Gagné (2011) found evidence that relation priming effects are due to slower 
processing in a different-relation condition rather than faster processing in a same-
relation condition. In this experiment, modifier-only primes (e.g., snow—snowball) 
were introduced as a form of baseline, under the premise that a single word would 
not instantiate a conceptual relation. To balance for lexical and semantic repetition, 
the same-relation and different-relation conditions also used primes and targets that 
shared the same first constituent (e.g., snowman—snowball, snowshovel—snowball 
respectively). Results showed that response times for same-relation and modifier-
only primes did not differ, suggesting that the repetition of a relation does not 
facilitate target processing. Conversely, different-relation primes elicited slower 
response times than same-relation and modifier-only primes. Spalding and Gagné 
concluded that presenting a different-relation prime triggers an erroneous 
interpretation that conflicts with the established meaning of the compound, and must 
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then be ruled out by the participant. In the snowshovel—snowball example, first 
processing shovel FOR snow prompts the incorrect interpretation ball FOR snow which 
must then be reconciled. This reconciliation process requires additional effort, which 
slows down the overall processing of the compound and the participant’s ability to 
settle on the established interpretation. This computational incongruence does not 
occur when there is no relation primed (modifier-only primes) nor when the primed 
relation matches the relation of the target compound. As a result, what appears to be 
a facilitatory effect of same-relation priming is attributed to the absence of 
interference from a different-relation prime. This aligns with the predictions of the 
RICE model of conceptual combination and the general idea of competition effects 
playing a significant role in compound processing. 

Section Summary 

Compound processing is affected by prior exposure to compound conceptual 
relations. Critically, it has been shown that prior exposure to a conceptual relation 
different from the currently desired relation can inhibit processing time by 
introducing competition. This finding evidences the idea that conceptual relations are 
involved in the larger act of processing a compound word, and suggests that the 
influence of conceptual relations should be considered in studies of compound word 
processing. In this thesis, we examined the influence of conceptual relations in the 
short-term binding of compound words to a list for immediate serial recall. 
Specifically, we investigated the effect of repeated exposure to same compared to 
different relations in a list to look for similarity effects of relation priming. This is 
discussed further in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.  

Relation Similarity  

Early studies of relation priming utilized paradigms with constituents shared 
between prime and target; however, the question of whether such repetition is 
required has been a topic of debate. Gagné (2001, 2002) and Gagné et al. (2009) found 
that relation priming for compounds was only obtainable when the prime and target 
shared an identical or semantically related constituent and that constituent occupied 
the same position (i.e., modifier or head). Conversely, Estes (2003) and Estes and 
Jones (2006) obtained relation priming effects without lexical repetition, and 
demonstrated that these findings were not explained by possible lexical or semantic 
similarity between prime and target constituents. Instead, Estes and Jones concluded 
that a target and prime must share a conceptual relation that is sufficiently similar if 
relation priming is to occur, and that the relations paired in previous experiments (e.g., 
Gagné 2001; 2002) were not similar enough to elicit such effects in absence of lexical 
repetition. Using similarity norms obtained through an offline comparison task of 
prime-target pairs used in previous studies, they showed that pairs with high relation 
similarity ratings had faster processing times than pairs with low relation similarity 
ratings. For example, the pair steel scissors—straw hat (head MADE OF modifier) was 
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given a high relation similarity rating and was processed faster than the pair tire 
rim—family cow (head OF modifier) which was given a low relation similarity rating. 
In this example, Estes and Jones argue that, while the OF relation can be used to 
describe both tire rim and family cow, it does so in an overly general way: it does not 
distinguish the distinct PART-WHOLE relation of tire rim from the POSSESSION relation of 
family cow (p. 100). They conclude that the low relational similarity ratings given by 
participants for previous experimental prime-target pairs explained the failure to 
observe relation priming effects in the absence of lexical similarity in those studies. In 
a similar lexical decision task, Popov and Hristova (2015) found evidence for relation 
priming in Bulgarian using lexically and semantically dissimilar prime–target pairs 
(e.g., planet core—fruit pit) that were balanced for relational similarity following Estes 
and Jones (2006). This finding supports the observations of Estes and Jones that prior 
exposure to a compound perceived to be relationally similar to the target compound 
yields faster processing times than prior exposure to a relationally dissimilar prime.  

Section Summary 

The seemingly arbitrary categorization of compound words by their respective 
conceptual relations has been criticized by many researchers. It has been noted that 
multiple logical interpretations may exist for a single compound word, and that 
interpretation is likely to differ between individuals. Further, evidence suggests that 
relations that are overly general (i.e., encompass a variety of interpretations) are not 
guaranteed to instantiate the same meaning across compounds and, therefore, will 
not reliably demonstrate relation priming effects. The findings of Estes and Jones 
(2006) suggest that findings of relation priming depend on perceived relational 
similarity, which likely requires categorization by not overly generalized relations. 
This finding prompted the Conceptual Relation Similarity Survey, which was 
modelled on the relational similarity survey conducted by Estes and Jones (2006). The 
results of this survey were factored into the analysis presented in Chapter 4 and 
subsequent discussion.   
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Chapter 3 

Verbal Working Memory and Compound Words 

Most theories divide human memory into long- and short-term varieties; we generally 
recognize that our memories and tacit knowledge reside in some form of long-term 
memory, while our short-term memory is employed in day-to-day tasks of counting, 
speaking, and general remembering that do not require long-term storage. Various 
models, among them the working memory framework by Baddeley and Hitch (1974; 
Baddeley, 1983; 2000; 2012), have proposed that short-term memory is a discrete 
resource, whereas other conceptualizations argue that it is a subset of focused 
activations within long-term memory (e.g., Acheson et al., 2011; Cowan, 1999). In 
both cases, it is generally agreed that short term memory plays an important role in 
language processing and the storage and retrieval of linguistic information. The 
present study uses an immediate serial recall task traditionally thought to probe 
short-term memory and indicate how words are processed, stored, and retrieved. 

Short-term memory over the last five decades has mainly been studied under 
the view that it is involved in—and has implications for—a variety of cognitive tasks, 
including language comprehension, mathematics, and visuospatial ordering (Walker 
& Hulme, 1999; Baddeley 1986; 1983; Hitch, 1980). Most influentially, Baddeley and 
Hitch (1974; Baddeley, 1983; 2000; 2012) redefined short-term memory as working 
memory: memory that provides “the temporary storage of information in connection 
with the performance of other cognitive tasks such as reading, problem-solving or 
learning” (Baddeley, 1983, p. 73). They proposed a model of working memory that 
incorporates four discrete but interconnected systems: the central executive, the 
phonological (or articulatory) loop, the visuo-spatial sketchpad, and (later) the 
episodic buffer. Described briefly, the central-executive is a master attentional system 
that coordinates information from the other three (slave) systems; the phonological 
loop (described in more detail below) is the critical component in language 
processing that stores linguistic information as a phonological code; the visuo-spatial 
sketch pad similarly stores visuo-spatial information; and the episodic buffer 
provides a modality-general workspace, connecting the phonological loop and visuo-
spatial sketchpad to our long-term memory and the knowledge stored therein 
(Baddeley, 1983; 2000). The four components of this model work in unison to provide 
multi-modal methods of event encoding and recollection, thereby maximizing the 
likelihood of successful storage and retrieval. 
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Compound processing in this thesis is investigated in a task relying on verbal 
short-term memory, which is responsible for the short-term storage of both verbal 
and visual (written) linguistic information. Studies of verbal short-term memory 
often involve immediate serial recall tasks. In these tasks, a list of linguistic stimuli 
(typically between five and seven) are presented to participants who must then recall 
them immediately after presentation, in the order that they appeared. Measures of 
immediate recall include general item recall (how many words a participant 
remembers correctly) and serial or ordered recall (how many words a participant 
remembered correctly in the right order). Manipulation of the linguistic stimuli in 
these tasks has revealed numerous lexical and semantic factors that significantly 
affect recall performance. Factors such as word frequency and concreteness have 
shown positive effects on recall performance, while word length and morphological 
complexity have been found to impair recall. These findings and others are discussed 
in more detail in subsequent sections of this chapter. In this thesis, an immediate 
serial recall paradigm was employed to investigate the possible effects of conceptual 
relationships on compound words in verbal short-term memory. 

Words in Working Memory 

The most influential model of short-term verbal memory is the phonological loop 
model proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974; Baddeley, 1983). In this model, aural 
and visual word stimuli are encoded in working memory as a phonological code that 
is subject to decay over a short period of time. It is believed that traces of these 
phonological codes decay fully within approximately two seconds of being formed, 
whereupon the word is forgotten and irretrievable (Baddeley 1986, 1990). The model 
proposes that this decay can be halted or reversed through subvocal rehearsal 
(repeating a word silently to yourself), which serves as a refreshing mechanism to 
restore the phonological trace; as long as the trace is refreshed, it remains in working 
memory. This pattern of refresh and decay forms the phonological loop. 

Under the phonological loop model, the capacity of an individual’s verbal 
working memory (i.e., verbal memory span, or the maximum number of words a 
person can recall correctly) is proposed to be the maximum number of items that can 
be subvocally rehearsed within the two second decay window. When the sum of this 
rehearsal time surpasses two seconds, items later in the list may decay and be 
forgotten (e.g., Cowan et al., 1992; Estes, 1973). Further evidence for the importance 
of rehearsal and phonological trace-refreshing comes from studies of articulatory 
suppression. In these studies, researchers disrupt participants’ capacity for subvocal 
rehearsal by having them vocally articulate an unrelated word or sound repeatedly 
(e.g., participants are asked to say “ba” repeatedly during list memorization). The use 
of articulatory suppression has shown a significantly detrimental effect on recall 
(Estes, 1973; Levy, 1971; Murray, 1967) and is argued to evidence the importance of 
subvocal rehearsal in maintaining verbal short-term memory traces.  
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A more recent approach to short-term verbal memory (and working memory 
in general) is the interference model (Oberauer et al., 2016; Oberauer et al. 2012; 
Oberauer & Kliegl, 2006; Saito & Miyake, 2004). Under this model working memory 
is not influenced by time-based decay, nor are linguistic representations assumed to 
decay on their own; instead, working memory capacity is limited by three distinct 
forms of interference generated by competing representations in memory. The first, 
confusion, occurs between representations at the time of retrieval and is said to be the 
result of non-target representations in memory having equal or higher levels of 
activation than the target representation. When two or more representations are 
equally activated, it is more difficult for an individual to remember which 
representation is the desired one. In the case that an erroneous representation has a 
stronger representation than the target, the individual may recall the erroneous one. 
The second form of interference, superposition, is proposed to occur when multiple 
representations are ‘written’ over one another in a neural network. As patterns of 
activation build in a neural network, the ability to disentangle such activations 
decreases, such that individual activations become increasingly difficult to discern 
and no longer serve as distinguishing information. The third, feature overwriting, is 
similar to superposition, but involves the overwriting of a specific feature or set of 
features that is shared between representations. In this case, the feature of one 
representation is overwritten so that it equals the feature of another representation, 
thereby increasing the similarity between the two representations and the likelihood 
of mistaking the two (Oberauer, 2016). Under the interference model, it is assumed 
that representations in working memory do not decay but, rather, their retrieval 
becomes increasingly hindered by the addition of various forms of interference until 
they are eventually irretrievable. Under this model, if time plays a factor it is only 
because interference increases as time goes on, and not because of an inherent expiry 
of representations. Both decay and interference models have mainly studied 
phonological forgetting from short-term memory. It is less well known why 
morphological and semantic information is lost from short-term storage. 

Section Summary 

The question of how linguistic information is encoded in short-term memory and how 
it degrades is longstanding and ongoing. Under the phonological loop model, the 
primary contributor to immediate serial recall is phonological representation and the 
capacity for representation refreshing; however, the model also makes room for 
contributions from long-term memory, as discussed in following sections. While this 
model assumes time-based decay, this does not make it entirely at odds with the 
interference model. For example, while memory decay may be the result of mounting 
interference and competition in an interference model, there is still room for subvocal 
rehearsal to refresh representations and reduce interference. Similarly, the assumed 
time-based decay in the phonological loop model may be explained by the 
accumulation of interference—including phonological interference—over time, as 
presented in interference models. Additionally, the question of whether short-term 
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representations exist in a discrete form of short-term memory or as a subset of 
focused activations in long-term memory remains open; however, the location of 
these activations does not inherently preclude either model or their individual 
components.  

The Effect of Semantic Variables and Long-Term Memory on Word Recall 

A mounting body of evidence suggests that verbal memory not only relies on the 
short-term storage of phonological information and memoranda refreshing processes, 
but also on the coactivation of semantic and other non-phonological information 
typically associated with long-term memory. Studies by Poirier and Saint-Aubin 
(1995) and Huttenlocher and Newcombe (1976) found that words are easier to recall 
when grouped with other words belonging to the same syntactic category (e.g., nouns 
with nouns, verbs with verbs) than when they are mixed. This finding suggests an 
effect of simultaneous access of syntactic/semantic information stored in long-term 
memory. Tehan and Humphreys (1988) similarly demonstrated that recall for content 
words (e.g., nouns and adjectives) was better than the recall of function words (e.g., 
determiners and prepositions). The authors concluded that words with more 
semantic information (i.e., more robust meanings) are easier to recall than words that 
have less inherent meaning. This too indicates a contribution of semantic information 
to memory recall, and the findings align with a further study by Walker and Hulme 
(1999) which found that, across three experimental paradigms, concrete words 
exhibited higher rates of recall than abstract words. Similarly, Bourassa and Besner 
(1994) found that the imageability of a given word has a significant effect on its 
likelihood of recall, wherein more imageable words are more likely to be recalled than 
less imageable words.  

Section Summary 

Taken together, these findings suggest that verbal working memory involves the 
coactivation and retrieval of semantic and other lexical information stored in long-
term memory in addition to the encoding and subvocal rehearsal of phonological 
representations and other trace-refreshing processes. Although the exact details of 
the various models differ in what causes short-term representations to become 
unrecallable, they appear to converge around the idea that lexico-semantic properties 
of words—including concreteness, semantic category, and syntactic category—can 
contribute to word recall performance (Baddeley and Ecob, 1970). In Experiment 2 of 
this thesis, the conceptual relations between the constituents of compound words 
(here assumed to be a semantic feature) are examined for possible effects on 
immediate recall performance.  

Similarity Effects in Working Memory: Phonological and Semantic  

Effects of phonological similarity between list items in memory recall tasks are well 
documented (Conrad, 1964). The results generally indicate that phonological 
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similarity facilitates general word recall, but inhibits order recall (i.e., people are more 
likely to remember similar sounding words, but are also more likely to confuse their 
order). For example, Nimmo and Roodenrys (2006) found that phonological 
similarity (sharing rhyme or initial onset and vowel) resulted in poorer serial recall 
performance (order memory), but enhanced performance for item recall. The authors 
concluded that the facilitatory effect in item recall resulted from phonological 
similarity restricting one’s memory search to words cued by the shared component 
and increasing activation at the shared phonemic level, thereby increasing the overall 
odds of recalling an item. The negative effect on serial recall, however, was attributed 
to the sharing of phonological features which restricts the amount of distinguishing 
phonological information available as a recall cue for each specific position in the list. 
Because recall items are less distinct, participants found it more difficult to discern 
the order of items accurately. Various additional studies have found similar 
phonological similarity effects on both serial and item recall performance (Baddeley, 
1986; Baddeley et al., 1984; Besner & Davelaar, 1982; Conrad, 1964). 

Historically, semantic similarity effects were widely cited as being in line with 
phonological similarity effects: semantic similarity increasing item recall, but 
hindering order recall (Baddeley, 1966; Crowder, 1979; Nairne, 1990; Nairne & 
Neumann, 1993). More recently, the generality of this finding has come under debate. 
Poirier and Saint-Aubin (1995) found that similarity of word class (noun, verb, etc.) 
showed the anticipated facilitatory effect on item recall, but had no observable effect 
on order recall. This finding was replicated in Saint- Aubin and Poirier (1999) and 
Saint-Aubin, Ouellette, and Poirier (2005), which led the authors to conclude that 
semantic properties of words do not influence serial recall processes. Conversely, a 
later study by Acheson et al. (2011) used a dual-task involving simultaneous picture 
judgement and delayed serial recall and found that order errors were more common 
in the recall task when the picture judgement task introduced interference in the form 
of semantic processing (asking participants to judge semantic category) than when it 
introduced interference in the form of spatial processing (asking participants to judge 
spatial orientation).This effect disappeared when the study was repeated using non-
words. The authors concluded that lexical-semantic representations can affect serial 
ordering in short-term memory, particularly in the presence of semantic interference. 
In a follow-up study, Poirier et al. (2015) replicated this finding in three distinct serial 
recall experiments that contrasted semantically-similar and −dissimilar lists of 
memoranda. Across all three experiments, the authors found that in lists where the 
first three words were semantically similar to the fifth (and the fourth and sixth were 
dissimilar) the fifth word was more likely to be recalled out of position (earlier in the 
list) than in lists where no words were similar. They proposed that the first three 
items activate the fifth item via semantic similarity, making its level of activation 
similar to their own despite its temporal distance. As a result, those four items share 
similar levels of activation and are more likely to be confused during order recall. In 
the case of item recall, semantic similarity was found to be facilitatory, as in previous 
studies. Considering these findings, Poirier et al. proposed a model of order recall that 
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proposes that (1) semantic information affects order recall in short-term memory and 
(2) order recall is, more generally, influenced by the degree of activation of relevant 
lexico-semantic information in long-term memory.  

A Note on the Duration of Semantic Similarity Effects  

In a study that manipulated stimulus presentation times, Howard and Kahana (2002) 
found that semantic similarity effects in the recall of serially presented memoranda 
are greatest when memoranda are presented rapidly, without interruption, and that 
the more memoranda are separated temporally, the weaker the resulting effect. This 
suggests that semantic representations do not benefit from subvocal rehearsal in the 
same way that phonological code does, and suggests that studies of semantic 
similarity effects should be conducted with short inter-stimulus time intervals. This 
observation is significant to the present experiment, which was designed to employ a 
1200 ms inter-stimulus presentation rate to facilitate maximal similarity effects.  

Section Summary 

Although evidence has differed historically, current positions of phonological and 
semantic similarity indicate that both provide facilitatory effects on item recall, but 
hinder performance in order recall. While the exact explanation for these effects may 
vary in different models of verbal short-term memory and recall, there is some 
agreement that these effects are, at least partially, due to influences on the degree of 
activation of phonological and semantic representations. As the activation of a 
representation is enhanced, its probability of recall is also heightened; however, the 
likelihood of recalling an item in the correct serial position is determined by the 
number of items with similar or greater activation than the target.  

Additional Observed Effects on Word Recall Performance 

Word recall performance has also been observed to be affected by word 
frequency, primacy and recency list positions, and practice. Word frequency has a 
profound effect on word recall. Words with a higher frequency of occurrence (which 
may also be thought to reflect word familiarity) are more likely to be recalled 
correctly than words with low frequency, due to stronger representations and richer 
associative networks (Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1996; Engle, Nations & Cantor, 1990; 
Tehan & Humphreys, 1988). Most models of short-term serial recall include some 
form of primacy gradient (see Hurlstone, Hitch, & Baddeley, 2014 for review). A 
primacy gradient implies that the strength of representation encoding decreases as 
memoranda are presented in a list, such that items presented early receive stronger 
activation and are more likely to be recalled than items later in the list. In the 
phonological loop model, early memoranda are thought to benefit from increased 
opportunity for subvocal rehearsal. Interference models suggest that early list items 
are subject to less interference and, therefore, benefit from stronger encoding than 
later items. Under models assuming long-term memory activations, the primacy 
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gradient occurs across those activations. In serial recall of near-span lists a (generally 
small) recency effect favouring the last item or items in a list is also commonly 
reported, although this effect appears to be susceptible to variation in stimuli and 
testing conditions (also Hurlstone et al., 2014).  

Section Summary 

Taken together, evidence suggests that verbal short-term memory is affected by a 
variety of lexical, semantic, and temporal factors that can enhance or inhibit recall 
performance accordingly. Although different models of verbal memory have different 
approaches to explaining these effects, their contributions to recall performance are 
of consequence to designs employing immediate serial recall and, therefore, have 
been considered in the selection of recall stimuli for the present study and in the 
analysis of our findings. This is discussed further in Chapter 4.  

WM and Morphologically Complex Words 

Limited research has been conducted on morphologically complex words in working 
memory as morphology has not been considered in any of the current working 
memory models. However, recent studies have begun to uncover the effects of 
morphological complexity on the short-term storage and retrieval of linguistic 
information (e.g., Service & Maury, 2015; Németh et al., 2011; Reinitz & Hannigan, 
2004; Service & Tujulin, 2002). In particular, empirical studies of morphologically 
complex words in immediate and delayed recall tasks have shown evidence that 
increased morphological complexity decreases word recall performance, notably 
without confound of word length effects. Németh et. al. (2011) compared immediate 
serial recall performance for morphologically complex and simplex Hungarian words 
matched for phonological length (all words were two syllables), phonological 
structure (consonant-vowel ordering), frequency, and concreteness. Results of the 
study revealed a significant recall advantage for morphologically simplex words (i.e., 
monomorphemic words), and indicated that verbal short-term memory span is 
negatively affected by morphological complexity. The study also investigated possible 
differences in morphological composition, and found that recall performance was 
better for derived words (e.g., boy+hood) than for inflected words (e.g., boy+s). The 
authors propose that the findings can be explained by an increased representational 
load of morphologically complex words. Each morpheme represents a “chunk” of 
semantic or grammatical information that must be represented in working memory, 
and the inclusion of multiple representations per word decreases the available 
working memory resources (as per a resource-based model). Although not discussed 
by the authors, the finding that derived words exhibit better recall outcomes than 
inflected words is compatible with the conclusions of Poirier and Saint-Aubin (1995) 
and Walker and Hulme (1999) who suggest that stronger semantic representations 
facilitate memory recall. The findings of Németh et al. align with those of Service and 
Tujulin (2002) and Service and Maury (2015) who found that recall performance in 
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Finnish fit a similar gradient, wherein monomorphemic words had the highest 
performance, inflected words the lowest, and performance for derived words was 
situated in between. Similar to above, Service and Maury (2015) suggest that Finnish 
derivational suffixes provide additional semantic representations, and that Finnish 
derived words benefit from heightened activation of semantic information encoded 
in long-term memory. 

At this time, few studies of have closely examined compound words in working 
memory. Reinitz and Hannigan (2004) examined compound recall performance 
across delayed recognition and recall tasks to investigate the possible effects of 
stimulus presentation methods on memory performance. Across multiple 
experiments, participants memorized word pairs that were presented either 
simultaneously or sequentially with the goal of observing possible effects on 
constituent recombination errors. Participants were then asked to complete either a 
recognition task (identifying recalled words from a list including experimental stimuli 
and distractors formed from constituent recombinations), or a recall task (writing 
down as many words as they could remember). Reinitz and Hannigan found that 
participants consistently made recombination errors in the recognition task 
regardless of presentation method, while the recall task only showed within-list 
recombination errors, and only for word pairs presented simultaneously. When 
participants were shown word pairs sequentially, they did not produce 
recombination errors in recall. The authors concluded that the deliberate recall 
process generally shields participants from recombination errors: as the participant 
recalls the first constituent, the representation of the second constituent becomes 
activated through association more strongly than other representations. Serial 
presentation of word stimuli enhances this effect by isolating each representation in 
memory, thereby reducing the likelihood of recombination. In the case of the 
recognition task, the presence of false recombinations (distractors) produces 
stronger associations for erroneous constituents than would otherwise be present, 
thereby increasing the likelihood of false alarms for recombination distractors. This 
is similar to the effect found with simultaneous presentation of stimuli in the recall 
task. Wälchli (2016) conducted a comparative study of compound words in 
immediate serial recall and complex span tasks to investigate whether short- and 
long-term memory may be differentially sensitive to the representation and 
processing of compound words. The complex span task involves the memorization 
and recall of a list of memoranda in the presence of sentence processing demands 
(participants were asked to read and process sentences between the presentation of 
memoranda items). The complex span dual task is believed to require different 
encoding strategies as sentence processing is too time consuming for effective 
phonological refreshing. The study found differing patterns of recall errors for the two 
tasks: individual constituent errors reflecting the decomposition of compound words 
were more common in traditional immediate recall than in complex span, while 
general omissions were more common in complex span. Wälchli concluded that this 
was evidence of immediate serial recall relying heavily on phonological encoding of 
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individual constituents, which would increase the chance of retrieving only one 
constituent, while complex span appeared to rely on whole-word activations, which were 
possibly facilitated by longer-lasting semantic activation, compatible with evidence for 
the slower decay of semantic effects (e.g., Campoy et al., 2014).  

Section Summary 

Studies of complex words in verbal short-term memory suggest that morphological 
complexity hinders word recall, but that this detriment may be partially offset by 
support from richer semantic representations. This may be especially true for 
compound words, which typically consist of two words with clear meanings (even if 
those meanings do not directly relate to the compound itself). In the present study, 
we utilized an immediate serial recall paradigm employing serial visual presentation 
which, based on Reinitz and Hannigan (2004), should further offset the inhibitory 
effects of morphological complexity by providing an environment that isolates 
individual compound words during memory encoding. Conversely, Wälchli (2016) 
found that immediate serial recall appeared to rely more heavily on phonological 
encoding of constituents, and that semantic encoding of whole-words seemed to be a 
more effective strategy in complex span tasks. Taken together, the question of what 
effect semantic features of compound words have on immediate serial list recall has 
not been previously investigated. The current study will investigate the effect of 
compound conceptual relations (herein considered a semantic feature of compound 
words) on immediate serial recall and working memory processes more generally.   
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Chapter 4 

The Present Study 

The present study investigated the possible effects of compound relation priming in 
verbal working memory via an immediate serial recall task. In this task, participants 
were required to memorize lists of compound words then recall them out loud and in 
order immediately after presentation. Lists differed in whether the constituents in the 
presented compounds were bound by the same or different conceptual relations. In 
previous studies of simplex words, semantic similarity in lists of memoranda has been 
shown to increase overall recall performance, but also to reduce order accuracy: 
participants are more likely to remember groups of similar words, but are less likely 
to recall them in the correct order. Poirier et al. (2015) attribute both effects to 
enhanced activation of list representations: increased activations make items easier 
to recall, but equalization of their activation makes remembering their order more 
difficult. Studies of complex words (particularly compound words) in working 
memory are few, and the effect of semantic similarity on the recall of complex words 
is not well understood. If semantic similarity affects complex word recall similarly to 
simplex words by providing a shared memory cue, then we expect the present study 
to show an increase in overall recall for compound words presented in same-relation 
lists. As multiple compounds sharing the same conceptual relationship are presented, 
their representational activations should be enhanced by this shared semantic feature, 
making them easier to recall than lists of compounds that do not benefit from this 
enhanced activation. At the same time, evidence suggests that semantic similarity 
inhibits order recall in simplex words, which may also be predicted in the same-
relation environment; however, the unique complexities of ordering multiple (first 
and second) constituents in the case of compound word recall make it difficult to 
compare simplex and compound word predictions with respect to serial ordering. 

Theories of conceptual combination and compound processing proposed by 
Gagné and Shoben (1997) and Spalding et al. (2010) argue that the selection of a 
conceptual relation during compound word processing is an inherently competitive 
process that operates at whole-word and constituent levels. Under the RICE model 
(Spalding et al., 2010), associations exist between constituents and the relations with 
which they are frequently paired. As one processes a compound, relations associated 
with each constituent are activated and compete for selection. In a priming paradigm, 
a primed relation competes more strongly for selection in this process and generates 
additional interference when it does not match the desired relation. If this is mirrored 
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in working memory, we expect to see, as above, reduced recall performance for 
different-relation lists where participants are more likely to experience competition 
affecting semantic aspects of compound word processing during presentation and 
recall.  

However, the contributions and possible competition between complex word 
constituents in short-term memory are not well understood. The proposal that 
conceptual relations serve as a shared means of representational activation assumes 
that conceptual relations enhance activations at a whole-word level, or that they do 
not introduce competition between individual constituents. Evidence of a negative 
effect on recall of same-relation lists could result from the activations being facilitated 
at the constituent level and/or that shared conceptual relations introduce competitive 
effects between constituents from different items. The inherently associative 
relationship between conceptual relations and compound constituents differs from 
the more general category membership explored in previous studies of semantic 
categorical similarity of simplex words. While semantic categorical membership 
facilitates activation within the given category network, the primary association is 
between individual members of the category and the category itself. Conceptual 
relations, however, instantiate a network of constituents with which they frequently 
co-occur (and vice-versa), and these constituents must be recalled in combination. An 
increase in constituent activation (both in short-term memory and in the long-term 
store) may increase competition during compound recombination, thereby reducing 
recall performance.  

To help validate the experimental conditions in the recall task, this study also 
included a participant survey regarding the perceived similarity of compound 
conceptual relations. A survey modelled on Estes and Jones (2006) was issued to 
participants and asked them to compare compound words from the recall lists and 
rate the similarity of their conceptual relations. If the same- and different-relation 
conditions are well formed, we expect the same-relation condition to have 
significantly higher similarity than the different-relation condition. 
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Immediate Serial Recall Experiment 

Experiments investigating the visual processing of compound words have found 
evidence of an effect of compound conceptual relations on processing time. 
Conceptual relation priming paradigms (Gagné, 2001. 2002; Gagné & Shoben, 2002; 
Gagné & Spalding; 2004; 2009) have shown that compound words are processed 
faster when preceded by a compound with the same conceptual relation between its 
constituents than when preceded by a compound with a different relation. Evidence 
suggests that this effect on processing is the result of increased competition in a 
different-relation environment rather than facilitation in a same-relation 
environment (Spalding & Gagné, 2011). 

The serial recall experiment was designed to investigate the effect of 
conceptual relation similarity in working memory by analysing individual 
performance in immediate serial recall of lists of compound words. This experiment 
involved the rapid serial visual presentation of lists of memoranda consisting of either 
same-relation compound words (experimental lists) or different-relation compound 
words (control), followed by their immediate oral recall. Semantic similarity effects 
in working memory have been shown to facilitate item recall through increased 
activation of memory representations (Baddeley, 1966; Crowder, 1979; Nairne, 1990; 
Nairne & Neumann, 1993), and to impair order memory by equalizing activations of 
competing representations and restricting distinguishing information (Acheson et al., 
2011; Poirier et al., 2015). Based on simplex word recall, we anticipated that item 
recall for the experimental lists would be facilitated and order recall might be 
inhibited relative to control lists of items with different conceptual relations. An 
observed difference in recall performance between these two relation similarity 
conditions would suggest that conceptual relations contribute to semantic 
representations that affect compound word recall processes. 

Methods 

Participants 

44 participants (39 female; 5 male) were recruited through a convenience sampling 
of McMaster University undergraduate students enrolled in the Linguistics Research 
Participation System. Five participants identified as having a reading or learning 
disability and their data were removed from the analysis based on exclusion criteria 
(resulting in the final n = 39; F = 34; M = 5). Participation was also restricted to native 
English speakers, who ranged in age from 19 to 27 (M = 21.4). All participants had 
normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants were granted course credit for 
participation as per terms outlined by their individual course instructors.  
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Materials 

80 unique English noun-noun compound words (e.g., snowman) were selected from a 
corpus compiled by Schmidtke, Kuperman, Gagné, & Spalding (2016) with equal 
distribution among four attributed conceptual relationships (i.e., 20 compounds per 
relationship): H MADE OF M, H FOR M, M HAS H, and H HAS M. To increase the reliability 
of the attributed relationship type, we selected compounds that had relation entropy 
scores less than or equal to the mean relation entropy of all compounds in the 
database (≤2.23). The mean relation entropy of the selected compounds was 1.67 (SD 
= 0.44). Entropy data was also derived from Schmidtke, Kuperman, Gagné, & Spalding 
(2016). Selection was further refined by number of letters (Range = 7–10; M = 8.31) 
and concreteness (M = 4.56; SD = 0.53), while frequency was balanced across lists 
(Range = 12–2421; M = 482).  

Two types of recall list were created to form the two experimental conditions, 
with each list consisting of four compounds. Lists in the first condition were made 
with four compounds that used the same conceptual relationship (hereafter the SAME 
relation condition). Lists in the second condition were made with one compound 
representing each of the four conceptual relationships (hereafter the DIFFERENT 

relation condition). Examples are provided in Table 4 below (see Appendices for all 
stimulus lists). All 80 compounds were used once per condition, resulting in 20 lists 
per condition. An additional 12 compounds were used to form three practice lists: one 
list belonging to the SAME condition and two lists belonging to the DIFFERENT condition. 
These compounds did not appear outside of the practice lists and are excluded from 
the analysis. 

Table 4: sample lists from SAME and DIFFERENT relation conditions. 

Same Relation  Different Relation 

Compound Relation  Compound Relation 

newsboy H HAS M  backache M HAS H 

clipboard H HAS M  cornmeal H MADE OF M 

songbook H HAS M  handrail H FOR M 

minefield H HAS M  sandbox H HAS M 

 

Participants were presented with all 40 lists from both conditions (160 
compounds) so that each compound was presented to every participant twice. Lists 
were pseudo-randomized into four orders to help control for order effects. Each order 
was presented to an equal number of participants (11 participants per order). The 
order and structure of practice lists were identical for all participants. 
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Procedure 

The experiment was programmed using SuperLab 5 (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, 
California) with each compound word presented in the center of the screen using 
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP). All compounds were presented as single 
words (no spaces) in fixed-width font. Lists were preceded by a fixation cross and 
followed by a recall prompt. The experiment was conducted on-premises at the 
McMaster University Language, Memory and Brain Laboratory and took 
approximately 10 minutes per participant to complete. Participants were seated in 
front of a computer screen and instructed to read the four recall words silently as they 
appeared, then, when prompted on screen, to orally recall them in the order they had 
appeared. Recall lists were presented at a rate of 1200ms per word and the recall 
prompt appeared 1200ms after the presentation of the fourth word. The recall 
prompt remained on screen until the participant manually continued to the next list 
via spacebar press after completing the recall task. Participant responses were 
recorded manually by the researcher. Three (3) practice lists and forty (40) 
experimental lists were presented in total. 

Participants were instructed to say ‘blank’ when they were not able to recall a 
compound and, in the case that they could only recall part of a compound, to say the 
part they remembered in combination with ‘something’ (e.g., something-field; snow-
something). Participants were also told that each compound would appear twice 
during the experiment, and that they were permitted to take a short break between 
lists. 

Variables and Statistical Considerations 

The dependent variable for the current study is participant recall performance. Two 
measures of recall performance were captured: (1) absolute order score, the correct 
item recalled in the correct serial position, and (2) item score, an item recalled 
correctly from the current list, but not necessarily in the correct position. Scores were 
recorded as 1 for correct and 0 for incorrect or omitted (‘blanks’). To tabulate and 
analyse various forms of recall errors, order and item scores were also calculated for 
each constituent. An example of the scoring breakdown is provided in Table 5 below. 

Table 5: example order and item recall scoring. 

Target Recalled Order Item Order Item 

C1 C2 C1 C2 Word Word C1 C2 C1 C2 

mouse trap mouse trap 1 1 1 1 1 1 

dust pan dust something 0 0 1 0 1 0 

life guard face  mask 0 1 0 0 1 1 

face mask life guard 0 1 0 0 1 1 
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Generalized linear mixed effects multiple logistic regression models (Baayen, 
Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Baayen, 2008) were run using the lme4 package for R 
(version 3.3.1, R Core Development Team, 2016) to account for the binary distribution 
of the dependent variable (i.e., correct/incorrect). The main question of this study was 
whether conceptual relation similarity environment (SAME/DIFFERENT) affects 
memory recall performance for compound words. Compound frequency and length 
effects were modelled with norms obtained from the COCA and CELEX databases, 
respectively. Practice, fatigue and other effects developing over trials were modelled 
as a trial number effect. Using the likelihood ratio test, fixed effects and interactions 
that were not found to significantly improve performance of the model were removed. 
Participants and recall words were included as random effects to account for variance 
between individual performance and recall items. The model was fitted with the 
H FOR M relation category and DIFFERENT relation environment set as reference levels. 
The reported figures show the fixed effects that were kept in the final model. 

Table 6: fixed effects of the generalized linear mixed-effect model for recall accuracy by 
lexical variables and relation similarity environment. The standard deviation estimate for 
the random effect of Compound is 0.29. The standard deviation estimate for the random 
effect of Participant is 0.88. Number of trials = 6,240. 

 Estimate Std. Error z value p value 

Intercept 0.360 0.177 2.035 0.042 
Trial Number 0.078 0.028 2.804 0.005 
Compound Frequency 0.105 0.046 2.300 0.021 
Number of Phonemes −0.101 0.049 −2.061 0.039 
H HAS M 0.099 0.150 0.660 0.510 
H MADE OF M 0.239 0.150 1.592 0.111 
M HAS H −0.120 0.155 −0.774 0.439 
SAME Environment 0.235 0.111 2.115 0.034 
H HAS M: SAME Environment −0.483 0.157 −3.084 0.002 
H MADE OF M: SAME Environment −0.583 0.157 −3.708 0.000 
M HAS H: SAME Environment −0.023 0.157 −0.145 0.884 

Results 

Mean item recall (M = 2.58, SD = 0.55) was significantly higher than mean serial order 
recall (M = 2.32, SD = 0.71); t(38) = −6.02; p < 0.001. As serial scoring is a more 
conservative measure of immediate recall, serial scores are reported here; however, 
the effects reported below were observed across models fitted for both serial and item 
scores, except for the main effect of relation environment (SAME/DIFFERENT), which 
was significant in the serial scoring but missed significance in the item scoring 
(p = .094). Results anticipated based on previous studies of the immediate serial recall 
of monomorphemic and compound words are presented first. 
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The final model fitted to serial order scores found a significant effect of trial 
number (β = 0.08, SE = 0.03, z = 2.80, p = 0.005) indicating that participants were more 
likely to recall a compound correctly as the experiment progressed. A significant effect 
of compound frequency (β = 0.11, SE = 0.05, z = 2.30, p = 0.021) where higher 
compound frequency predicted higher recall performance, replicated previous 
findings that show high frequency simplex and complex words are more likely to be 
recalled than low frequency words (e.g., Engle, Nations & Cantor, 1990; Németh et al., 
2011). Finally, a significant effect of compound length measured in phonemes was 
found (β = −0.10, SE = 0.05, z = −2.06, p = 0.039) and indicated that longer compound 
length predicted lower recall performance. This too was predicted for immediate 
serial recall (Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975; Németh et al., 2011). 

Analysis of the key variable of interest, compound relation environment (SAME/DIFFERENT), 
found a significant effect of environment on recall performance (β = 0.24, SE = 0.11, z = 
2.12, p < 0.034) which was qualified by a significant interaction between relationship 
category and environment for compounds using the H HAS M (β = −0.48, SE = 0.16, z = 
−3.08, p = 0.002) and H MADE OF M (β = −0.58, SE = 0.16, z = −3.71, p < 0.001) relations. 
This harmful similarity effect indicated that compounds bound by these relations were 
significantly less likely to be recalled correctly in a same-relation environment. This is 
visually represented in Figure 2Figure 2: recall accuracy as a function of relation category 

and environment 

 following.  
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Regression Analysis of Lexical and Semantic Variables 

To examine the possible effects of lexical and semantic factors not considered by the 
experimental design, the model was refitted to include the following lexical variables 
obtained from Schmidtke, Kuperman, Gagné & Spalding (2016): left and right 
constituent frequencies, left and right constituent positional family size, left and right 
constituent positional family frequency, and computational measures of Latent 
Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) as indicators of semantic 
transparency. Constituent frequencies and family-based estimates were originally 
derived from the 51 million-token SUBTLEX-US corpus (Brysbaert & New, 2009) and 
the 18 million-token English component of the CELEX lexical database (Baayen, 
Piepenbrock & Van Rijn, 1995) respectively. Constituent positional family size and 
family frequency are the number of compounds that share a given constituent in the 
same position, and the summed frequency of those compounds, respectively (e.g., 
how many compounds include the constituent snow in the left position, and the 
summed frequency of those compounds). LSA scores reflect estimates of semantic 
distance between paired words based on the co-occurrence of those words in a given 
semantic space (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) and have been previously employed as 
measures of semantic transparency (Schmidtke, Kuperman, Gagné & Spalding; 2016; 
Marelli et. al, 2015; Pham & Baayen, 2013). Measures where a higher score suggests 
greater semantic similarity for three semantic relationships were employed for three 
word-pairs, where a higher score suggests greater semantic similarity: left 
constituent and compound (e.g., snow and snowman), right constituent and compound 
(e.g., man and snowman), and left constituent and right constituent (e.g., snow and 
man).  

Examination of mean left constituent frequency across conceptual relation 
categories showed that the two categories that demonstrated an effect of relation 

Figure 2: recall accuracy as a function of relation category and environment 
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environment in the main analysis (H HAS M, H MADE OF M) had significantly lower mean 
left frequencies than those categories that did not show an effect (H FOR M, M HAS H). 
To investigate a possible confound between left constituent frequency and relation 
category, the model was fitted to include left constituent frequency and SAME 
environment as an interaction. The remaining lexical and semantic factors were fitted 
as main effects. 

Table 7: fixed effects of the generalized linear mixed-effect model for recall accuracy by 
additional lexico-semantic variables and relation similarity environment. The H FOR M 
relation and DIFFERENT environment were set as reference levels. The standard deviation 
estimate for the random effect of compound is 0.26. The standard deviation estimate for 
the random effect of participant is 0.88. Number of trials = 6,240. 

 Estimate Std. Error z value p value 

Intercept 0.378 0.184 2.054 0.040 
Trial Number 0.073 0.030 2.477 0.013 
Number of Phonemes −0.142 0.049 −2.923 0.003 
Compound Frequency 0.159 0.050 3.166 0.002 
Left Frequency −0.144 0.065 −2.207 0.027 
Right Frequency −0.093 0.056 −1.660 0.097 
Left Family Size −0.051 0.057 −0.886 0.375 
Right Family Size −0.121 0.101 −1.201 0.230 
Left Family Frequency 0.021 0.054 0.384 0.701 
Right Family Frequency 0.138 0.096 1.429 0.153 
Left-Right LSA 0.123 0.051 2.389 0.017 
Left-Compound LSA −0.001 0.051 −0.025 0.980 
Right-Compound LSA −0.160 0.054 −2.945 0.003 
SAME Environment 0.161 0.128 1.256 0.209 
H HAS M 0.277 0.180 1.539 0.124 
H MADE OF M 0.105 0.165 0.635 0.525 
M HAS H −0.291 0.174 −1.671 0.095 
Left Frequency: SAME Environment 0.159 0.065 2.455 0.014 
H HAS M: SAME Environment −0.383 0.175 −2.190 0.029 
H MADE OF M: SAME Environment −0.468 0.180 −2.607 0.009 
M HAS H: SAME Environment 0.015 0.172 0.087 0.931 

 

Results of the refitted model showed a significant main effect of left-right LSA 
score (β = 0.12, SE = 0.05, z = 2.39, p = 0.017) which indicated that higher left-right 
semantic similarity predicted higher recall performance. The model also showed a 
significant effect of right-compound semantic similarity (β = −0.16; SE = 0.05; 
z = −2.95; p = 0.003) indicating that higher similarity between the right constituent 
and compound predicted lower recall performance. A significant main effect of left 
constituent frequency (β = −0.14, SE = 0.07, z = −2.21, p = 0.027) was observed; 
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however, this was qualified by a significant interaction between left constituent 
frequency and SAME environment (β = 0.16, SE = 0.07 z = 2.46, p = 0.014). This 
interaction indicated that higher left constituent frequency predicted higher recall 
performance in the SAME environment. Inclusion of these additional lexical and 
semantic variables accounted for a significant portion of variance, but did not 
eliminate the observed interaction between relationship category and environment 
for compounds using the H HAS M and H MADE OF M conceptual relations. Results of the 
model suggest that the observed differences for compounds bound by these relations 
are not explained by the presented lexical and semantic metrics alone. 

Discussion 

Effect of conceptual relation environment on immediate recall of compound words 

Results from a linear mixed effects model fitted to serial recall performance found a 
significant interaction between relation environment (SAME/DIFFERENT) and relation 
category. This interaction indicated that compounds using H HAS M and H MADE OF M 
conceptual relations were significantly less likely to be recalled correctly in a same-
relation environment. The effect differed from observed effects in lexical decision, 
sensicality judgement, and compound definition tasks that have shown facilitatory 
effects on compound processing in same-relation environments relative to different-
relation environments (Gagné, 2001; Gagné & Shoben, 2002; Maguire & Cater, 2004; 
Hongbo & Gagné; 2007). It also differed from the findings of semantic similarity in 
working memory (Acheson et al., 2011; Poirier et al., 2015) which show that semantic 
similarity between list items increases item recall performance. Additionally, studies 
of semantic similarity in recall have shown detrimental effects on order recall 
performance; however, results of the current study did not reveal an effect of relation 
environment on the number of order errors produced. Conversely, this observation 
aligns with the possibility of conceptual relations activating constituent-level 
representations and thereby inducing additional competition in the compound word 
reassembly process during recall. We provide an analysis of this view below. 

Under the RICE model, the effects of relation priming found in lexical decision 
and sensicality judgement tasks are explained by competing relation activations: a 
relation that has been encountered previously has a stronger activation (relative to 
an unencountered or temporally distant relation) and will compete more strongly for 
selection in the processing of a target compound. When prime and target do not share 
the same relation, the different relation activations compete for selection, thereby 
increasing processing time. In the case that a prime and target do share a relation, 
priming does not result in competition and the target is processed at item-specific 
baseline level.  

In a memory recall environment, the heightened activation of a conceptual 
relation through repeated exposure may result in a form of competition at the time of 
recall that is not present in these other tasks. Taking the view that compounds are 
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decomposed during processing, we argue that their reassembly during recall may be 
hindered by increased competition between constituents that have been activated via 
the spreading activation of a shared relation. We propose that as a relation becomes 
increasingly activated, so too do constituents that are commonly associated with that 
relation; while the increased activation of a single relation restricts competition 
between relations, the increased activation of constituents within its semantic 
network introduces competition in constituent selection during recall. This proposal 
aligns with proposed interference models of working memory which associate 
distinctness of phonological and semantic representations of items with more 
efficient parsing of strings into memoranda and selection of items for retrieval 
(Oberauer et al., 2016; Oberauer et al. 2012). Under such models, the sharing of 
phonological and semantic features can lead to a variety of recollection errors due to 
impaired ability to distinguish between target and other active representations 
(Oberauer et al., 2016). We propose that sharing a conceptual relation results in a 
form of under-specification that interferes with the compound recombination process 
at recall. As participants identify and recall the first constituent (modifier) of a 
compound word, this becomes a retrieval cue, and they must search through the 
remaining constituent representations to select the appropriate second constituent 
(head). The heightened activation of a single conceptual relation makes it a possible 
competing retrieval cue, as it results in the spreading activation among possible 
combinatorial constituents within its semantic network. This increases the number of 
possible head constituents one must search through (and ultimately reject) during 
recall. 

Limitations of the Relation-Condition Interaction 

Post-hoc analysis showed that compound words bound by the H HAS M and H MADE OF 

M relations had significantly lower left constituent frequencies than those bound by 
H FOR M and M HAS H compounds. This raises the question of whether the observed 
interaction between conceptual relation category and SAME environment condition 
could have resulted from a modifier frequency effect. Regression analysis showed that 
left constituent (modifier) frequency had a negative main effect on recall, which was 
modified by a positive interaction with SAME environment condition. This facilitatory 
interaction does not follow previous research on compound word recall, which has 
suggested an inhibitory effect of left constituent frequency. Wälchli (2016) found that 
a higher left constituent frequency predicted a lower overall rate of memory recall, 
and that a larger left family size predicted a higher rate of head error in a similar study 
of the immediate serial recall of compound words. The study concluded that compounds 
with larger left family sizes (e.g. snowflake, snowman, snowshoe, etc.) and higher left 
constituent frequencies use the modifier as a retrieval cue, but that the larger left family 
size results in greater activation across the morphological family network, thereby 
introducing competition in the head selection process. The present observation that 
compound words with high left constituent frequency are recalled better when they occur 
with other high left constituent frequency compounds does not align with the findings of 
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Wälchli (2016), nor lend itself to an obvious explanation. Available evidence suggests that 
the co-occurrence of high left constituent frequency compounds would introduce 
additional competition in recall, resulting in reduced recall performance. Further, the 
observed interaction between left frequency and SAME environment did not abolish the 
interaction between relation category and SAME environment, suggesting that they 
affected separate pools of variance.  

We propose that the observed interaction between left constituent frequency and 
conceptual relation category is both a logical product of high frequency words entering a 
greater variety of relational associations, and the result of underspecified relational 
categories. Infrequent words (i.e., low frequency modifiers) will enter a smaller 
number of conceptual relations as there are generally less contexts in which they are 
likely to occur. This results in highly specific relation assignment for infrequent words. 
Conversely, high frequency words (i.e., high frequency modifiers) are likely to enter a 
variety of conceptual relationships that span nuanced distinctions in meaning. This 
opens a greater possibility for the miscategorization of compound conceptual 
relations when a compound contains a high frequency modifier. Following the 
criticism of Estes and Jones (2006), we argue that the H FOR M and M HAS H relational 
categories are overly generalized, and that the members of these categories are likely 
bound by a variety of overlapping but distinct semantic relationships. We suggest that 
this lack of homogeneity accounts for the failure to observe an interaction between 
these relation categories and the SAME relation environment. This possibility is 
explored further in the Conceptual Relation Similarity Survey. 

Effect of Lexical Variables on Recall Performance 

Examination of additional lexical variables revealed a significant effect of the semantic 
similarity between the left and right constituents (modifier and head) which indicated 
that higher left-right semantic similarity accurately predicted greater recall 
performance. Although frequently interpreted as a measure of compound 
transparency (e.g., Fruchter & Marantz, 2015; Pham & Baayen, 2013; Gagné & 
Spalding, 2009; Rastle, Davis, & New, 2004), LSA scores are derived through measures 
of word co-occurrence within a given semantic space and, therefore, also provide a 
more general measure of word co-occurrence. We propose that higher levels of co-
occurrence for two constituents in the same semantic context results in increased co-
activation of those constituents in a neural network: two words that frequently co-
occur are more likely to activate one another when encountered. Increased co-
activation during memory recall increases the likelihood that two constituents will be 
recalled together. 

Analysis of the model also revealed that increased semantic similarity between the 
right-constituent and compound predicted lower recall performance. Although the 
co-occurrence of left and right constituents appears to facilitate their joint retrieval 
during recall, increased semantic similarity between the right constituent and 
compound hindered performance. We argue that, unlike constituent-to-constituent 
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comparisons, the constituent-to-compound comparison more accurately represents 
a measure of transparency or semantic contribution on the part of the constituent in 
question. As highly transparent compounds are argued to more heavily rely on 
constituent-level memory encoding (i.e., stored primarily as parts with internal 
structure, see: Fiorentino & Poeppel, 2007), we suggest that they are more strongly 
represented at the constituent level in working memory and are more susceptible to 
constituent interference as a result. 

Importantly, expansion of the model to include additional lexical variables did 
not eliminate the observed differences in recall performance across the experimental 
conditions for compounds using the H HAS M and H MADE OF M conceptual relations. 
We propose that these effects are the result of interference induced by a same-
relation environment during working memory processes and word recall, as 
explained above.  
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Conceptual Relation Similarity Survey 

A criticism of previous relation priming research has been that the categorization of 
compound words by conceptual relation type is often subjective. That is, two people 
may paraphrase the same compound using different conceptual relations. For 
example, while someone might paraphrase the compound sandbox as “a box that HAS 
sand”, another might say “a box FOR sand”, “sand LOCATED IN a box”, or another 
appropriate representation. Similar criticism has been made of frequent under-
specificity in conceptual relation categories themselves, and their tendency to 
encompass a broad spectrum of meanings. A common example is the FOR relation 
proposed by Levi (1978) which can simultaneously apply to compounds like sleeping 
pills and malaria pills, despite conveying opposing meanings: sleeping pills are pills 
FOR ENABLING sleep, while malaria pills are pills FOR PREVENTING malaria (e.g., Downing, 
1977; Spalding, 1991; Estes & Jones, 2006). Estes and Jones (2006) found that when 
participants’ perceptions of relation similarity did not align with previous 
experimental designs, no effects of relation priming were observed. They concluded 
that investigations of relation priming should incorporate similarity norms to ensure 
that same- and different-relation primes are perceived to be similar and dissimilar, 
respectively. 

To investigate the perceived similarity of the recall lists used in Experiment 2 
of this thesis, participants were provided with a survey to rate the degree of relational 
similarity between pairs of words used in the experiment. Experiment 2 presented 
recall lists belonging to proposed same- and different-relation conditions: wherein 
compound words shared the same conceptual relation or different conceptual 
relations, respectively. If the experimental conditions were well formed, we expected 
compounds from recall lists in the SAME condition to have significantly higher 
similarity ratings than compounds from recall lists in the DIFFERENT condition.  

Methods 

Participants 

The same participants from the Serial Recall Experiment completed the Conceptual 
Relation Similarity Survey during the same session and after completing the recall 
task. Data for one participant was not captured due to technical error (N = 38; F = 33; 
M = 5).  

Materials 

240 compound word pairs (e.g., facemask | lifeguard) were compiled from the 40 
recall lists used in the serial recall experiment. Recall lists contained four compound 
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words each. Specifically, each recall list from the experiment was used to form six 
word-pairs so that all words in a list were paired once with all other words in that list 
(40 lists x 6 permutations per list = 240 word-pairs). The order within pairs was 
pseudo-randomized so that a word did not always appear in the same position. See 
Table 8 below for example and Appendices for the full list of word pairs.  

Table 8: sample word pairs from relation similarity survey. 

Recall List Randomized Word Pairs 

facemask 

lifeguard 

dustpan 
mousetrap 

facemask / lifeguard 

dustpan / facemask 

facemask / mousetrap 
lifeguard / dustpan 

mousetrap / lifeguard 

dustpan / mousetrap 

 

The 240 word-pairs were divided into two lists of 120 pairs each. Each participant 
was presented with one list, and each list was presented to an equal number of 
participants. Both lists were auto-randomized by the administering software, 
LimeSurvey (LimeSurvey GmbH, Hamburg, Germany), so that each participant 
received a unique order of presentation.  

Procedure 

The survey was conducted using the online software LimeSurvey. Participants 
completed the survey on-premises at the McMaster University Language, Memory and 
Brain Laboratory. Participants were allocated 40 minutes to complete the survey, 
though most finished between 20 and 30 minutes. Instructions were provided both 
orally and on screen, and participants were permitted to answer each question at 
their own pace. Prior to beginning the survey, participants entered a unique identifier 
to pair their responses with their recall data from the serial recall experiment. 

The same question was present at the top of the screen for all trials: To what degree 
are the conceptual relationships of the compounds below similar or dissimilar? One of 
the word pairs was presented below at random, and participants selected a response 
from a seven-point Likert scale ranging from Highly Dissimilar (1) to Highly Similar 
(7). Intermediary points were not labelled. Participants clicked ‘Next’ to proceed 
through the questions and were permitted to revisit a question using a ‘Back’ button.  

Results 

A paired samples t-test was conducted to compare mean similarity ratings for recall 
lists in the SAME and DIFFERENT conditions, respectively (20 lists per condition). The 
test showed significantly higher similarity ratings for SAME (M=4.37, SD=0.61) 
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compared to DIFFERENT (M=3.32, SD=0.30) conditions; t(19) = 6.64, p < 0.001. Survey 
results were adjusted (z-transformed) to account for individual variation in using the 
scale, but the transformed scores yielded similar results: SAME (M = 0.19, SD = 0.34), 
DIFFERENT (M = −0.31, SD = 0.12); t(19) = 5.95, p < 0.001. These findings indicate that 
participants perceived relations in the SAME condition to be significantly more similar 
than relations in the DIFFERENT condition overall. That is, the conceptual relationships 
of compounds classified as the same (e.g., haystack / tinfoil = H MADE OF M) were found 
to be more alike than the conceptual relationships of compounds classified as 
different (e.g., cornmeal / sandbox = H MADE OF M and H HAS M, respectively). These 
findings are visualized below in Figure 3.  As a more accurate measure, normalized 
ratings are presented throughout the discussion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: box plots of mean relation similarity scores as a function of condition.  
left: raw scores. right: normalized. 
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Relation Similarity by Relation (SAME condition) 

A linear mixed effects regression model was run using the lme4 package for R (version 
3.3.1, R Core Development Team, 2016) to investigate the effect of relationship 
category on similarity ratings of word pairs in the SAME relation environment. The 
model included participants and word pairs as random effects with the H FOR M 
relation set as a reference level. The model revealed a significant effect of relation 
category on SAME relation list similarity, indicating that word pairs representing the 
H HAS M relation had significantly lower similarity ratings (β = −0.303, SE = 0.11, 
z = −2.71, p = 0.022) and word pairs representing the H MADE OF M relation had 
significantly higher similarity ratings (β = 0.27, SE = 0.11, z = 2.48, p = 0.015) than the 
reference relation H FOR M. 

Discussion 

The survey results revealed that the relational similarity of SAME and DIFFERENT 
condition lists differed significantly in the manner intended (compound relations in 
SAME lists were perceived to be significantly more alike than compound relations in 
DIFFERENT lists) indicating that the SAME/DIFFERENT conditions were significantly 
contrastive. However, the difference between conditions was not as robust as 
reported in Estes & Jones (2006, Experiment 2). 

Analysis of by-relation similarity in the SAME condition showed a significant 
effect of relation category on similarity rating, indicating that H HAS M and H MADE OF 
M words had significantly lower and significantly higher similarity ratings than the 
H FOR M relation, respectively. This may suggest that the accuracy of the attributed 
relation categories differs, or that participants’ intuitions aligned with some 
attributed category memberships more readily than others. For example, participants 
appeared to agree that compounds identified as using the H MADE OF M relation had 

Figure 4: relation similarity rating by category (SAME 
condition) 
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similar relationships (M = 0.48), while they did not agree that compounds identified 
as using the H HAS M relation had similar relationships (M = −0.12). This may suggest 
that compounds identified as using the H HAS M relation are incorrectly classified, or 
that the H HAS M relation is an overly general classification that encompasses distinct 
semantic relationships. Conversely, the higher similarity rating for H MADE OF M words 
suggests that words in this category have been more accurately classified, or that the 
MADE OF relationship is a more concise categorization that is less susceptible to 
individual interpretation. 

Limitations of the Relation-Condition Interaction 

Results of the immediate recall task show that performance across the four relation 
categories did not pattern uniformly. In particular, performance for M HAS H and 
H FOR M words did not show an interaction with similarity environment. We provide 
a possible interpretation of this observation below. 

Examination of survey data suggests that M HAS H word-pair ratings exhibited 
a high degree of variability within and between participant responses. This suggests 
that participants’ interpretations of compound relations in M HAS H lists did not align 
as readily as in other relation groupings. We interpret this to mean that participants 
do not readily agree with the categorization of M HAS H compounds, and that these 
lists are not relationally homogenous. As a result, priming effects would be unlikely in 
M HAS H lists due to insufficient relational similarity (per Estes & Jones, 2006). The 
fact that these lists exhibited positive relation similarity scores may have been the 
result of the compounds using semantic relationships that are related enough to be 
described using a common paraphrase, but that are ultimately too distinct to elicit a 
priming effect. 

In the case of H FOR M word pairs, between-participant survey responses did 
not appear to differ significantly. We argue, however, that the general proclivity of the 
H FOR M paraphrase may have resulted in over generalization during similarity 
scoring. Analysis of the original Schmidtke et al. (2016) corpus showed that the 
H FOR M relation (one of just 16 possible relations) accounted for %35 of the 610 
compounds categorized. We argue that this disproportionate representation is due to 
the overgeneralization of the FOR relation (as per Estes & Jones, 2016) and the 
tendency to use the for paraphrase to account for numerous semantic relationships. 
A tendency to compare prepositional paraphrase rather than relational meaning 
during the survey may have artificially inflated the similarity scores. As a result, these 
lists may not be relationally homogenous. We speculate that participants found these 
compounds to be similar to one another based on prepositional paraphrase, but 
processed them differently due to their distinct semantic relationships. 
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Error Analysis 

Analyses of the serial recall experiment were conducted to further investigate the 
possible effects of conceptual relations and conceptual relation similarity on recall 
performance. Error analyses at the constituent and combinatorial level (recombining 
compound constituents in new forms) also provide more generalized insight into the 
processing of compound words in working memory. 

Table 9 details the distribution of participant recall errors across eight general 
categories. Chi-square analysis of error distributions across experimental conditions 
(SAME and DIFFERENT) revealed no effect of experimental condition on error 
distribution: X2(6) = 0.81; p = 0.99.  

Table 9: high level errors by experimental condition. 

Error Description SAME DIFFERENT Total 

Omission 
(“blank”) 

Participant did not provide 
response, or said “blank”. 

825 814 1639 

Incorrect Target Recalled item was a compound from 
the experiment but not the target. 

   

Previous List Recalled compound was a target 
compound in the previous list. 

41 37 78 

Order Error Recalled compound was a target in 
the current list, but was recalled in 
the incorrect position.  

206 204 410 

Experiment 
Compound 

Recalled compound was a 
compound from the experiment, 
but not from the current or 
previous list. 

35 31 66 

Non-Item Recalled item was not a compound 
from the experiment. 

   

Modifier Error Modifier recalled incorrectly, head 
recalled correctly. 

47 42 89 

Head Error Modifier recalled correctly, head 
recalled incorrectly. 

82 87 169 

Joint Error Modifier and head both incorrect. 88 84 172 

Total 1324 1299 2623 
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Further analysis was conducted on error distributions across conceptual 
relationship category (see Table 10). Chi-square analysis showed a significant 
difference in distributions across the four relation types, X2(18) = 44.38; p < 0.001. 
Examination of cell residuals indicated that these differences were the result of: 
significantly fewer previous list errors (recall of a compound from the previous list) 
than predicted when the target word was a compound using the H HAS M relation; 
significantly more modifier errors than predicted when the target word was a 
compound using the H HAS M relation; and significantly fewer modifier errors than 
predicted when the target word was a compound using the H FOR M or M HAS H relation.  

Table 10: high level errors by conceptual relation. 

Error H FOR M H HAs M H MADE OF M M HAS H Total 

Omission (“blank”) 413 426 389 411 1639 

Previous Compound 21 9 23 25 78 

Order Error 94 94 107 115 410 

Experiment Compound 13 23 12 18 66 

Modifier Error 12 40 25 12 89 

Head Error 48 41 46 34 169 

Joint Error 39 42 50 41 172 

Total 640 675 652 656 2623 

 

Table 11 below details the distribution of recombination errors within the four 
possible recombination categories and across experimental conditions. 
Recombination errors occur when participants combine two existing constituents to 
form an untargeted compound. For example, a participant may see the words 
snowman and cornfield then recombine constituents to form snowfield. Chi-square 
analysis of error distributions (omitting Previous List Recombinations, as N < 5) 
across experimental conditions (SAME and DIFFERENT) revealed no effect of condition 
on error distribution: X2(2) = 1.76; p = 0.414. 

Table 11: recombination errors by experimental condition. 

Error Description SAME DIFFERENT Total 

Within-List 
Recombination 

Constituents from the target list 
recombined to form an untargeted 
compound. 

36 31 67 

Between-List 
Recombination 

One constituent from the target list 
recombined with a constituent from 
the previous list to form an untargeted 
compound. 

23 32 55 
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Error Description SAME DIFFERENT Total 

Previous List 
Recombination 

Two constituents from the previous 
list (not present in the current list) 
recombined to form an untargeted 
compound. 

0 1 1 

Experiment 
Recombination 

Two constituents present in the 
experiment recombined to form an 
untargeted compound that does not 
classify as within-list, between-list, nor 
previous list recombination. 

34 34 68 

Total  93 98 191 

 

Table 12 below details the distribution of recombination errors across the four 
conceptual relation categories examined. Chi-square analysis of error distributions 
across relation category (omitting Previous List Recombinations, as N < 5) revealed 
no effect of relation on error distribution: X2(6) = 7.76; p = 0.257. 

Table 12: recombination errors by conceptual relation. 

Error H FOR M H HAs M H MADE OF M M HAS H Total 

Within-List Recombination 23 15 12 17 67 

Between-List Recombination 11 16 18 10 55 

Previous List Recombination 0 0 0 1 1 

Experiment Recombination 14 21 17 16 68 

Total 48 52 47 44 191 

 

The following analysis examined all constituent errors, including 
recombinations where a constituent from the target word recombined with a non-
target constituent to form a word that was present in the experiment, as well as 
recombinations that formed words not present in the experiment. Individual cell 
contributions in the contingency table reveal that participants made approximately 
80% more head errors (n = 186) than modifier errors (n = 103). Chi-square analysis 
of error distributions across experimental conditions (SAME and DIFFERENT) revealed 
no effect of condition on error distribution: X2(1) = 0.07; p = 0.79. 

Table 13: general constituent errors by experimental condition. 

Error Description SAME DIFFERENT Total 

Modifier Error Modifier recalled incorrectly, head 
recalled correctly. 

54 49 103 
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Error Description SAME DIFFERENT Total 

Head Error Modifier recalled correctly, head 
recalled incorrectly. 

93 93 186 

Totals  147 142 289 

 

Chi-square analysis of constituent error distributions across conceptual 
relation category showed a significant difference between relation types: X2(3) = 
16.36; p < 0.001. Examination of cell residuals indicates that when attempting to recall 
compounds with the H HAS M relation, participants were significantly more likely to 
produce a modifier error than predicted.  

Table 14: general constituent errors by conceptual relation. 

Error H FOR M H HAs M H MADE OF M M HAS H Total 

Modifier Error 15 46 28 14 103 

Head Error 48 45 48 45 186 

Totals 63 91 76 59 289 

Regression Analysis: errors by lexical variables 

To examine the possible effects of lexical factors on recall error distributions, 
generalized linear mixed effects models were fitted to include the lexical variables 
identified under the recall experiment: left and right constituent frequencies, left and 
right constituent positional family size, and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) scores. 
Participants and recall words were included as random effects. Models were fitted for 
each error type individually.  

Omissions. Results of the model revealed a significant main effect of compound 
frequency on Omissions (β = −0.10, SE = 0.05, z = −2.10, p = 0.036) indicating that 
lower compound frequency predicted a higher likelihood of a participant omitting a 
response or saying “blank”. A significant main effect of compound length (measured 
in phonemes) was also found (β = 0.10, SE = 0.04, z = 2.30, p = 0.021) and indicated 
that higher phoneme count predicated a higher likelihood of omission. 

Previous Compound & Order Errors. No main effects of lexical variables were observed 
for Previous Compound Errors nor Order Errors.  

Modifier Errors. A significant effect of the Left-Right LSA score was observed 
(β = −0.48, SE = 0.19, z = −2.49, p = 0.013) and indicated that increased semantic 
similarity between the target compound’s left and right constituents predicted lower 
likelihood of modifier error. 

Head Errors. Results of the model revealed a significant main effect of compound 
frequency on Head Errors (β = −0.41, SE = 0.16, z = −2.67, p = 0.008) and indicated 
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that lower compound frequency predicted increased likelihood of making a head 
error. A significant effect of left constituent frequency was also observed (β = 0.42, 
SE = 0.17, z = 2.49, p = 0.013) and indicated that increased left constituent (modifier) 
frequency predicted higher likelihood of making a head error. Further, a significant 
effect of left family size (the sum of compounds containing the same left constituent) 
was observed (β = 0.36, SE = 0.15, z = 2.45, p = 0.015) and indicated that increased left 
family size predicted a higher likelihood of making a head error.  

Within-List Recombinations: Results of the model revealed a significant main effect of 
left family size on within-list recombinations (β = 0.39; SE = 0.16; z = 2.48; p = 0.013) 
and indicated that higher left family size of the target word predicted an increased 
likelihood of within-list recombination. Further, a significant main effect of left-right 
semantic similarity was observed (β = −0.46; SE = 0.22; z = −2.08; p = 0.038) and 
indicated that higher left-right similarity of the target word predicted a decreased 
likelihood of within-list recombination.  

Between-List Recombinations: Results of the model revealed a significant main effect 
of compound frequency on between-list recombinations (β = −0.38; SE = 0.18; 
z = −2.21; p = 0.027) and indicated that higher frequency of the target compound 
predicted a decreased likelihood of between-list recombination. A significant main 
effect of right constituent frequency was observed (β = −0.54; SE = 0.23; z = −2.30; 
p = 0.021) and indicated that higher right constituent frequency of the target 
compound predicted a decreased likelihood of between-list recombination. A 
significant main effect of compound length in phonemes was observed (β = 0.45; 
SE = 0.16; z = 2.79; p = 0.005) and indicated that longer phoneme count of the target 
compound predicted an increased likelihood of between-list recombination. A 
significant main effect of left-right constituent semantic similarity was observed 
(β = −0.52; SE = 1.19; z = 2.79; p = 0.005) and indicated that higher left-right similarity 
of the target compound predicted decreased likelihood of between-list recombination. 
A significant main effect of right-compound semantic similarity was also observed 
(β = 0.47; SE = 0.18; z = 2.62; p = 0.009) and indicated that higher right-compound 
similarity of the target compound predicted an increased likelihood of between-list 
recombination. Finally, an effect approaching significance of left-compound semantic 
similarity was observed (β = 0.31; SE = 0.16; z = 1.92; p = 0.055) and suggested that 
increased semantic similarity between the left constituent and compound predicted 
an increased likelihood of between-list recombination error.  

Experiment Recombinations: Experiment recombinations are those involving the 
recombination of two constituents present in the experiment, but not classified under 
the other three recombination categories. Results of the model revealed a significant 
main effect of compound frequency on experiment constituent recombinations 
(β = −0.34; SE = 0.16; z = 2.18; p = 0.029) and indicated that higher frequency of the 
target compound predicted a decreased likelihood of experiment recombination. 
Further, a significant main effect of right-compound semantic similarity was observed 
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(β = 0.31; SE = 0.15; z = 2.14; p = 0.033) and indicated that higher right-compound 
similarity of the target compound predicted an increased likelihood of experiment 
constituent recombination. 

Discussion 

Effects of Environment and Lexical Variables on Recall Errors 

No main effect of experimental condition was found for error distributions, although 
observed counts show an approximately 40% higher occurrence of between-list 
recombinations in the different-relation condition (n = 32) relative to the same-
relation condition (n = 23). This may have been due to the fact that the experiment 
did not control for the even distribution of different-relation lists, which sometimes 
resulted in the consecutive presentation different-relation lists. Such consecutive 
presentation would open the possibility for between-list compounds using the same 
relation to recombine. Although this was not accounted for in the analysis, it may 
explain the apparent disparity between conditions. 

Omissions. Significant main effects of compound frequency and compound length 
(measured in phonemes) were found for general recall omissions (i.e., a participant 
failing to provide a response or saying “blank”). These results indicated that lower 
compound frequency and longer phonetic length predicted failure to recall a target 
correctly. These findings align with previous research on the immediate serial recall 
of both simplex and complex words (e.g., Engle, Nations & Cantor, 1990; Gregg, 
Freedman & Smith; 1989; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). 

Modifier Errors. A significant main effect of the left-right constituent semantic 
similarity showed that increased semantic similarity predicted lower likelihood of 
modifier error. As with the similar effect of left-right similarity on general recall 
performance, we argue that higher levels of co-occurrence for two constituents in the 
same semantic context results in increased co-activation and likelihood that two 
constituents will be recalled together.  

Head Errors. Analysis of head errors suggested that higher compound frequency 
protected participants from making head errors, likely due in part to the strong 
semantic association between the head constituent and compound in transparent 
compound words (Libben et al., 2003). Significant main effects of left constituent 
frequency and left family size (the sum of compounds containing the same left 
constituent) found that increased left constituent frequency and family size predicted 
increased likelihood of making a head error. Large left constituent frequencies and 
family sizes both result in greater activation of the morphological family network in 
the mental lexicon (Kuperman et al., 2009). As participants recall the first constituent 
of a compound word, left frequency and family size effects spur the activation of the 
morphological family and increase competition for the head constituent. The increase 
in possible candidates for the head position may lead to increased interference and 
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confusion, resulting in more head errors. This observation aligns with the findings of 
Wälchli (2016).  

Effect of lexical variables on recombination errors 

Within-List Recombinations. Results indicated that higher left family size of the target 
word predicted increased likelihood of within-list recombination. As indicated above, 
higher left family size may cause an increase in competing head constituents through 
spreading activations. Increased activation of head candidates within a given list 
reduces a participant’s ability to discern the correct match and increases the 
likelihood of recalling an incorrect head. As with modifier errors, increased left-right 
constituent cooccurrence helped prevent within-list recombinations through 
heightened probability of recalling the modifier and head together.  

Between-List Recombinations. Results suggest that multiple factors influence the 
probability of between-list recombinations, but that these factors do group together 
under similar patterns. The likelihood of a participant producing a between-list 
recombination was typically reduced by factors commonly associated with improved 
word recall. Higher compound (surface) frequency, head frequency, and left-right 
cooccurrence all lowered the occurrence of between-list recombination by increasing 
the likelihood of recalling the target compound. Similarly, shorter compound length 
also facilitated recall and inhibited between-list recombinations. Increased semantic 
similarity between left constituent and compound, and right constituent and 
compound (herein considered measures of compound transparency) increased the 
likelihood of between-list recombinations. We argue that high transparency 
compounds are more likely to undergo decomposition and be represented at the 
constituent level in memory. As a result, they become more susceptible to constituent 
interference and erroneous recombinations.  

Experiment Recombinations: Recombinations of two constituents present in the 
experiment (but not from the current or previous lists) showed an inhibitory effect of 
compound frequency which decreased the likelihood of recombination. A further 
effect of right-compound similarity predicted increased likelihood of experimental 
recombination, perhaps because increased transparency suggests an increased 
likelihood of decomposition and possibility for constituent competition.  

Errors by Conceptual Relation Category 

Results showed significantly fewer previous compound errors (recall of a compound 
from the previous list) and significantly more modifier errors than predicted when 
the target word was a compound using the H HAS M relation. Currently, findings 
regarding previous compound errors—in the absence of shared constituents—are 
not readily interpretable and may be due primarily to sample size or statistical chance. 
Alternatively, previous compound errors may be influenced by relative compound 
frequencies across lists; comparisons of which have not been calculated for this 
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analysis. The effect on modifier errors may be tied to the relation’s inherent 
description of possession, and the plausibility of the head possessing a variety of 
attributes or components; however, in light of the observation that H HAS M 
categorization appears disputed by participants, error effects attributed to this 
relation are generally difficult to interpret at this time.  

Results also indicated that participants made significantly fewer modifier 
errors than predicted when the target word was a compound using the H FOR M or 
M HAS H relation. Analysis of modifier frequency revealed that the mean frequencies 
of H FOR M and M HAS H compound modifiers were significantly higher than those of 
H HAS M and H MADE OF M compounds. Higher frequency would facilitate modifier 
recall and reduce the likelihood of making modifier errors for compounds bound by 
these relations.  
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General Discussion 

Results of the conceptual relation similarity survey revealed that participants 
perceived the relations of list items in the same-relation condition to be significantly 
more similar (M = 0.19) than those of list items in the different-relation condition 
(M = −0.31). For example, the conceptual relationships of the same-relation pair 
meatball (ball MADE OF meat) and snowfield (field MADE OF snow) were found to be more 
alike (M = 0.80) than the conceptual relationships of the different-relation pair 
meatball (ball MADE OF meat) and gunboat (boat HAS gun) (M = −0.79). These results 
indicated that the experimental conditions (SAME/DIFFERENT) of the serial recall task 
established significantly differing relational similarity environments for item 
memorization and recall. As a result, this contrast provided opportunity to observe 
possible effects of conceptual relation similarity on recall performance. 

Results of the serial recall task revealed an inhibitory effect of relation 
similarity environment on recall performance; however, this effect was only observed 
for half of the relation categories used in the study. Specifically, compounds bound by 
H HAS M and H MADE OF M conceptual relations were significantly less likely to be 
recalled correctly in a same-relation environment. No effect of relation similarity on 
recall performance was observed for the remaining relations, H FOR M and M HAS H. 
We argue that the absence of an effect for these latter relations is the result of an 
experimental confound: compounds attributed to these categories were not 
relationally homogenous and, therefore, were not sufficiently similar to form a same-
relation environment. First, the H FOR M relation was found to be disproportionally 
represented in the original Schmidtke et al. (2016) corpus, accounting for 35% of all 
relationally classified compounds. We propose that this is likely due to the over-
generalization of the H FOR M paraphrase. Although the greatest number of 
compounds were categorized under this paraphrase, they constitute a grouping of 
multiple discrete semantic relations (for example, the promote/inhibit distinction 
between sleeping pills and malaria pills). This finding aligns with the criticism that the 
Levi (1978) taxonomy is overly general and does not sufficiently capture distinct 
semantic relationships (e.g., Spalding, 1991; Estes & Jones, 2006). Similarly, evidence 
from the relational similarity survey suggests that participants agreed the least on the 
sameness of word pairs said to be bound by the M HAS H relation. Again, this indicates 
that lists identified as using the M HAS H relation were not relationally homogenous, 
and likely included multiple discrete semantic relationships grouped under a 
common paraphrase.  

For compounds bound by H HAS M and H MADE OF M conceptual relations, recall 
performance was significantly lower in the same-relation environment. We propose 
that this effect is the result of increased competition between compound constituents 
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during word recall. As a relation becomes increasingly activated through repeated 
exposure in a same-relation environment, so too do combinatorial constituents that 
are commonly associated with that relation. As the number of activated constituents 
increases across the relation’s semantic network, participants must parse through an 
increasing number of candidates competing for selection at recall. Simultaneously, the 
activations of these constituents are strengthened through relational similarity, 
thereby reducing the gradience in activation levels that is normally used as a recall 
cue. Evidence from the current study and Wälchli (2016) suggests that the modifier is 
retrieved first and acts as a recall cue for the head. The recall of the first constituent 
is likely facilitated by phonological traces, while the recall of the second constituent 
appears to be dependent on a more complex process related to the reconstruction of 
the compound word. While the first constituent is recalled phonologically, the second 
constituent must be selected on the basis of both phonological trace and semantic 
match. The normalizing of constituent activations across the semantic network makes 
this head selection process more difficult. In sum, we argue that, although participants 
are able to recall first constituents based on a phonological trace alone, the recovery 
of a second constituent is dependent on a more robust process that is prone to failure 
in an environment that promotes competition in constituent selection. This theory is 
supported by the finding that participants made nearly twice as many head errors as 
modifier errors.  

The findings of relational similarity in the present study appear to differ from 
observed relation priming effects in lexical decision and sensicality judgement tasks 
(e.g., Gagné & Shoben, 1997; Spalding & Gagné, 2011). Under the RICE model 
(Spalding et al., 2010), relation priming effects are the result of competitive inhibition 
from different-relation primes. When a target compound is primed with a compound 
bound by a different relation, the prime relation is activated and competes for 
selection during the relation processing of the target compound. In this way, the 
observed effects of relation priming are thought to be the result of competition 
between relations. In the present study, the presence of a same-relation appears to 
inhibit compound word recall in an immediate serial recall task. We argue that this 
effect is the result of competition at the constituent word level, as words that are 
strongly associated with a given conceptual relation become activated and compete 
for selection during recall. We suggest that the effect of relational similarity is task 
specific, and that in working memory, the concurrent activation of numerous 
constituent-level representations associated with a common relation results in an 
environment that is prone to competitive interference. 

Analysis of lexical variables on recall performance and error occurrences 
revealed two key findings in line with Wälchli (2016). First, whole-word or surface 
properties that have previously shown effects on the recall of simplex and complex 
words pattern similarly in this study of compound words. Higher compound 
frequency and shorter compound length (in phonemes) predicted higher recall 
performance, which aligns with prior research of simplex, derived, and inflect words 
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(Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1996; Engle, Nations & Cantor, 1990; Tehan & Humphreys, 
1988). Similarly, measures of left-right constituent cooccurrence also accurately 
predicted recall performance, with higher levels of cooccurrence predicting higher 
recall. Second, factors associated with compound decomposition and individual 
constituent representations also appeared to affect recall performance, but in the 
opposite direction. Compounds with higher transparency measures were found to 
have lower recall performance. As highly transparent compounds are argued to more 
heavily rely on constituent-level memory encoding (i.e., stored primarily as parts with 
internal structure, see: Fiorentino & Poeppel, 2007), we suggest that they are more 
strongly represented at the constituent level in working memory and are more 
susceptible to constituent interference as a result. Similarly, higher left constituent 
frequency and left constituent family size were also predictors of lower recall 
performance. These measures are associated with heightened activation of related 
constituents across the semantic network and are proposed to increase competition 
between activated representations. These findings suggest that the more strongly a 
memory word is encoded as discrete constituents (rather than as a whole word) the 
more likely it is for that word to be forgotten or recalled incorrectly as a result of 
increased constituent level competition during word recall.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

Further Considerations for the Different-Relation Environment 

The possible interactions between compound constituents and conceptual relations 
in the different-relation environment of the recall task are many and difficult to 
accurately control. In the different-relation environment, it was presumed that each 
represented conceptual relation had equal activation: i.e., the inclusion of four 
compounds bound by four distinct relations would result in four equally activated 
relations; however, individual constituents may lend themselves to various relations 
with differing levels of ease and proclivity. For example, the word copper likely selects 
for (and suggests) a relatively narrow range of conceptual relations, the most 
prominent being the MADE OF relation, as copper is commonly recognized as a 
composition material. A word like back, however, may select from and enter a wider 
variety of conceptual relations, such as paperback (H MADE OF M), backache (M HAS H), 
hunchback (H HAS M), etc. As a result, some compound constituents may be more 
susceptible to interference from the concurrent activation of multiple relations than 
others, while simultaneously contributing to the activation of multiple relations. 
Together, this could result in increased competition for a subset of constituents in a 
different-relation list and/or the disproportionate activation of a subset of conceptual 
relations. Such effects were not controlled in the present experiment and should be 
considered in future explorations of similar designs. 
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Relational Similarity Survey Design and Interpretation 

Due to time constraints, results of the relational similarity survey were incorporated 
as a post-hoc analysis to validate the experimental conditions of the serial recall 
experiment. While the results of the survey indicated that the two similarity 
environments (same/different) were significantly contrastive, it is clear that 
participants do not agree with the categorization of all compounds. Future studies 
would benefit from developing recall stimulus lists on the basis of similarity norms, 
preferably obtained from the target participant pool. In addition, surveyed 
participants should be clearly instructed to avoid comparing prepositional 
paraphrase and to focus on the distinct semantic relationship encoded between the 
to constituents of a compound.  
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Conclusions 

Evidence from the reported serial recall experiment suggests an effect of compound 
relation priming / relational similarity in working memory, wherein relational 
similarity between recall list items appears to inhibit recall performance. This effect 
was not observed in relations that appear to be overly generalized, suggesting that 
the effect is only present when compound words are matched with salient, sufficiently 
specified relations. The effect was most robust for compounds bound by the 
H MADE OF M relation, which received the highest relational similarity rating in a 
follow-up participant survey. This suggests that the effect observed for H MADE OF M 
compounds may represent relation similarity effects in working memory most 
accurately. 

The observed relation similarity effects do not appear to pattern with other 
semantic similarity effects in studies of serial recall, which have been shown to 
facilitate recall performance (e.g., Baddeley, 1966; Crowder, 1979; Acheson et al., 
2011; Poirier et al., 2015). We suggest that this is due to the strong constituent-level 
interactions conceptual relations instantiate. While categorical similarity appears to 
facilitate recall in simplex words, this is thought to be due to increased levels of 
activation at the whole-word level (e.g., Poirier et al., 2015). In the case of conceptual 
relations, similarity results in increased activation at the constituent level, which 
introduces interference in compound recombination during recall. This finding 
suggests, more generally, that interactions between constituent-level representations 
and constituent-level semantic and lexical properties are likely to produce different 
patterns of recall performance than observed in simplex words. This is in line with 
similar observations regarding the distinction between simplex and complex word 
visual processing and the contributions of constituent level lexical and semantic 
factors (e.g., Juhasz, 2006; Pollatsek, Hyönä, & Bertram, 2000; Andrews, Miller, & 
Rayner, 2004). 

The reported findings suggest that the effects of relation priming / relational 
similarity are task specific, and interact with working memory processes differently 
from those involved in previous studies of relation priming. While studies of relation 
priming in lexical decision and sensicality judgement tasks (e.g., Gagné, 2001; 2002; 
Estes & Jones, 2006) found that different-relation primes inhibit compound word 
processing (Spalding & Gagné, 2011), the current study observed opposite effects. The 
immediate recall task differs from more generalized processing tasks (e.g., lexical 
decision, sensicality judgements) in that there is an increased representational load 
associated with the simultaneous storage and retrieval of multiple stimuli. In working 
memory tasks, the concurrent activation of numerous constituent-level 
representations results in an environment that is especially prone to competitive 
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interference. In the relation priming studies reported by Gagné (e.g., 2001; 2002) and 
Spalding and Gagné (2011), competition effects are proposed to be the result of 
concurrent relational interpretations which must be rejected through reanalysis of 
the presented stimuli. Such tasks do not introduce the constituent-level competition 
observed in working memory. 

Analysis of lexical variables on recall performance and error production also 
yielded interesting results toward the general study of compound words in working 
memory. Specifically, evidence suggests that lexical and semantic factors that operate 
on a whole-word level (e.g., frequency, length, constituent co-occurrence) appear to 
facilitate the recall of compound words, while lexical and semantic factors that 
emphasize constituent-level representations (e.g., transparency, left constituent 
frequency, left family size) appear to hinder recall performance. This would suggest 
that a key factor in successfully recalling compound words is the ability to recall both 
constituents together, and factors that reflect heightened association between these 
constituents predict increased recall performance. Conversely, factors that reflect 
discrete constituent representations (e.g., transparency) or constituent competition 
(e.g., family size) predict lower recall performance. Together, this suggests that 
compound words are primarily represented as individual constituents in working 
memory, and that the strength of association between a compound’s constituent parts 
is a critical predictor of its recall probability.  

Although not a primary investigation of this study, results are in line with 
interference theories of working memory (Oberauer et al., 2016; Oberauer et al. 2012; 
Oberauer & Kliegl, 2006; Saito & Miyake, 2004) in that normalized activation levels 
across compound constituents appears to decrease gradience used as a recall cue and 
increase competition between constituents during recall. However, competition 
effects may be explained more generally as increasing the time required for 
processing during compound recombination, thereby allowing for time-based decay 
to erode phonological traces (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 1983; 2000; 2012). 
This would be especially true for the recollection of head constituents, and would also 
explain the observation that head errors were significantly more common than 
modifier errors. In sum, observations from the present study are equally attributable 
to both interference and phonological models of verbal short-term memory.  
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Appendices 

Table 15: different relation recall lists 

compound relation compound relation compound relation 

heartache M HAS H handrail H FOR M stoplight H FOR M 

facemask H FOR M floorplan M HAS H icepack H MADE OF M 

bunkhouse H HAS M paperback H MADE OF M mailman H HAS M 

applesauce H MADE OF M cornfield H HAS M shoelace M HAS H 

goldfish H HAS M honeycomb H MADE OF M toenail M HAS H 

scrapheap H MADE OF M songbook H HAS M beefsteak H MADE OF M 

earache M HAS H panhandle M HAS H alehouse H HAS M 

mousetrap H FOR M tradeshow H FOR M lifeguard H FOR M 

bloodlust H FOR M hailstorm H HAS M clipboard H HAS M 

doornail M HAS H pinhead M HAS H headband H FOR M 

speedboat H HAS M sweatband H FOR M bedpost M HAS H 

limestone H MADE OF M fruitcake H MADE OF M sandbank H MADE OF M 

milkshake H MADE OF M racetrack H FOR M mothball H FOR M 

barnyard M HAS H tinfoil H MADE OF M powerboat H HAS M 

nightgown H FOR M doorframe M HAS H doorknob M HAS H 

sidecar H HAS M newsboy H HAS M haystack H MADE OF M 

sandbox H HAS M paperclip H FOR M lunchroom H FOR M 

backache M HAS H stoneware H MADE OF M drugstore H HAS M 

cornmeal H MADE OF M weekday M HAS H brickwork H MADE OF M 

drumstick H FOR M hunchback H HAS M shoeshine M HAS H 

sandpaper H MADE OF M shellfish H HAS M gunboat H HAS M 

trainload M HAS H mealtime H FOR M firewood H FOR M 

bookshop H HAS M eyelash M HAS H meatball H MADE OF M 

dustpan H FOR M snowfield H MADE OF M kneecap M HAS H 

shipload M HAS H wolfpack H MADE OF M 
 

woodwork H MADE OF M eggshell M HAS H 
  

birdcage H FOR M footwear H FOR M 
  

minefield H HAS M tollgate H HAS M 
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Table 16: same relation recall lists 

compound relation compound relation compound relation 

drumstick H FOR M powerboat H HAS M cornmeal H MADE OF M 

tradeshow H FOR M mailman H HAS M brickwork H MADE OF M 

nightgown H FOR M tollgate H HAS M fruitcake H MADE OF M 

headband H FOR M bookshop H HAS M sandpaper H MADE OF M 

lunchroom H FOR M newsboy H HAS M stoneware H MADE OF M 

paperclip H FOR M clipboard H HAS M applesauce H MADE OF M 

firewood H FOR M songbook H HAS M tinfoil H MADE OF M 

handrail H FOR M minefield H HAS M paperback H MADE OF M 

mealtime H FOR M sandbox H HAS M woodwork H MADE OF M 

bloodlust H FOR M gunboat H HAS M milkshake H MADE OF M 

racetrack H FOR M shellfish H HAS M haystack H MADE OF M 

sweatband H FOR M bunkhouse H HAS M scrapheap H MADE OF M 

footwear H FOR M hunchback H HAS M wolfpack H MADE OF M 

mothball H FOR M sidecar H HAS M limestone H MADE OF M 

birdcage H FOR M drugstore H HAS M meatball H MADE OF M 

stoplight H FOR M cornfield H HAS M snowfield H MADE OF M 

facemask H FOR M hailstorm H HAS M icepack H MADE OF M 

lifeguard H FOR M alehouse H HAS M honeycomb H MADE OF M 

dustpan H FOR M speedboat H HAS M beefsteak H MADE OF M 

mousetrap H FOR M goldfish H HAS M sandbank H MADE OF M 

doorframe M HAS H bedpost M HAS H floorplan M HAS H 

heartache M HAS H shoelace M HAS H eyelash M HAS H 

toenail M HAS H doorknob M HAS H pinhead M HAS H 

shipload M HAS H kneecap M HAS H weekday M HAS H 

doornail M HAS H backache M HAS H 
  

barnyard M HAS H eggshell M HAS H 
  

earache M HAS H panhandle M HAS H 
  

trainload M HAS H shoeshine M HAS H 
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Table 17: relational similarity survey word pairs 

No. Compound 1 Compound 2 Relation 1 Relation 2 

1 heartache facemask M HAS H H FOR M 

2 heartache bunkhouse M HAS H H HAS M 

3 applesauce heartache H MADE OF M M HAS H 

4 bunkhouse facemask H HAS M H FOR M 

5 applesauce facemask H MADE OF M H FOR M 

6 applesauce bunkhouse H MADE OF M H HAS M 

7 brickwork cornmeal H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

8 fruitcake cornmeal H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

9 cornmeal sandpaper H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

10 brickwork fruitcake H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

11 brickwork sandpaper H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

12 fruitcake sandpaper H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

13 drumstick tradeshow H FOR M H FOR M 

14 drumstick nightgown H FOR M H FOR M 

15 headband drumstick H FOR M H FOR M 

16 nightgown tradeshow H FOR M H FOR M 

17 headband tradeshow H FOR M H FOR M 

18 headband nightgown H FOR M H FOR M 

19 scrapheap goldfish H MADE OF M H HAS M 

20 earache goldfish M HAS H H HAS M 

21 goldfish mousetrap H HAS M H FOR M 

22 scrapheap earache H MADE OF M M HAS H 

23 scrapheap mousetrap H MADE OF M H FOR M 

24 earache mousetrap M HAS H H FOR M 

25 stoneware applesauce H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

26 stoneware tinfoil H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

27 stoneware paperback H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

28 applesauce tinfoil H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

29 applesauce paperback H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

30 tinfoil paperback H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

31 bloodlust doornail H FOR M M HAS H 

32 speedboat bloodlust H HAS M H FOR M 

33 limestone bloodlust H MADE OF M H FOR M 

34 speedboat doornail H HAS M M HAS H 

35 limestone doornail H MADE OF M M HAS H 

36 limestone speedboat H MADE OF M H HAS M 
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37 barnyard milkshake M HAS H H MADE OF M 

38 milkshake nightgown H MADE OF M H FOR M 

39 milkshake sidecar H MADE OF M H HAS M 

40 barnyard nightgown M HAS H H FOR M 

41 barnyard sidecar M HAS H H HAS M 

42 nightgown sidecar H FOR M H HAS M 

43 newsboy clipboard H HAS M H HAS M 

44 songbook newsboy H HAS M H HAS M 

45 minefield newsboy H HAS M H HAS M 

46 songbook clipboard H HAS M H HAS M 

47 minefield clipboard H HAS M H HAS M 

48 minefield songbook H HAS M H HAS M 

49 backache sandbox M HAS H H HAS M 

50 sandbox cornmeal H HAS M H MADE OF M 

51 sandbox drumstick H HAS M H FOR M 

52 backache cornmeal M HAS H H MADE OF M 

53 backache drumstick M HAS H H FOR M 

54 cornmeal drumstick H MADE OF M H FOR M 

55 woodwork milkshake H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

56 haystack woodwork H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

57 scrapheap woodwork H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

58 haystack milkshake H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

59 scrapheap milkshake H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

60 scrapheap haystack H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

61 icepack stoplight H MADE OF M H FOR M 

62 mailman stoplight H HAS M H FOR M 

63 stoplight shoelace H FOR M M HAS H 

64 icepack mailman H MADE OF M H HAS M 

65 shoelace icepack M HAS H H MADE OF M 

66 shoelace mailman M HAS H H HAS M 

67 paperclip lunchroom H FOR M H FOR M 

68 firewood lunchroom H FOR M H FOR M 

69 lunchroom handrail H FOR M H FOR M 

70 paperclip firewood H FOR M H FOR M 

71 handrail paperclip H FOR M H FOR M 

72 handrail firewood H FOR M H FOR M 

73 bloodlust mealtime H FOR M H FOR M 

74 racetrack mealtime H FOR M H FOR M 

75 mealtime sweatband H FOR M H FOR M 
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76 bloodlust racetrack H FOR M H FOR M 

77 bloodlust sweatband H FOR M H FOR M 

78 racetrack sweatband H FOR M H FOR M 

79 toenail beefsteak M HAS H H MADE OF M 

80 alehouse toenail H HAS M M HAS H 

81 lifeguard toenail H FOR M M HAS H 

82 alehouse beefsteak H HAS M H MADE OF M 

83 beefsteak lifeguard H MADE OF M H FOR M 

84 alehouse lifeguard H HAS M H FOR M 

85 mothball powerboat H FOR M H HAS M 

86 doorknob mothball M HAS H H FOR M 

87 haystack mothball H MADE OF M H FOR M 

88 doorknob powerboat M HAS H H HAS M 

89 powerboat haystack H HAS M H MADE OF M 

90 doorknob haystack M HAS H H MADE OF M 

91 bedpost shoelace M HAS H M HAS H 

92 doorknob bedpost M HAS H M HAS H 

93 kneecap bedpost M HAS H M HAS H 

94 doorknob shoelace M HAS H M HAS H 

95 shoelace kneecap M HAS H M HAS H 

96 doorknob kneecap M HAS H M HAS H 

97 clipboard headband H HAS M H FOR M 

98 bedpost clipboard M HAS H H HAS M 

99 sandbank clipboard H MADE OF M H HAS M 

100 bedpost headband M HAS H H FOR M 

101 headband sandbank H FOR M H MADE OF M 

102 bedpost sandbank M HAS H H MADE OF M 

103 doornail barnyard M HAS H M HAS H 

104 earache doornail M HAS H M HAS H 

105 trainload doornail M HAS H M HAS H 

106 earache barnyard M HAS H M HAS H 

107 barnyard trainload M HAS H M HAS H 

108 earache trainload M HAS H M HAS H 

109 lunchroom drugstore H FOR M H HAS M 

110 brickwork lunchroom H MADE OF M H FOR M 

111 shoeshine lunchroom M HAS H H FOR M 

112 brickwork drugstore H MADE OF M H HAS M 

113 drugstore shoeshine H HAS M M HAS H 

114 brickwork shoeshine H MADE OF M M HAS H 
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115 handrail floorplan H FOR M M HAS H 

116 paperback handrail H MADE OF M H FOR M 

117 cornfield handrail H HAS M H FOR M 

118 paperback floorplan H MADE OF M M HAS H 

119 floorplan cornfield M HAS H H HAS M 

120 cornfield paperback H HAS M H MADE OF M 

121 gunboat sandbox H HAS M H HAS M 

122 shellfish sandbox H HAS M H HAS M 

123 sandbox bunkhouse H HAS M H HAS M 

124 gunboat shellfish H HAS M H HAS M 

125 gunboat bunkhouse H HAS M H HAS M 

126 shellfish bunkhouse H HAS M H HAS M 

127 doorframe heartache M HAS H M HAS H 

128 toenail doorframe M HAS H M HAS H 

129 shipload doorframe M HAS H M HAS H 

130 toenail heartache M HAS H M HAS H 

131 heartache shipload M HAS H M HAS H 

132 toenail shipload M HAS H M HAS H 

133 honeycomb songbook H MADE OF M H HAS M 

134 panhandle honeycomb M HAS H H MADE OF M 

135 tradeshow honeycomb H FOR M H MADE OF M 

136 panhandle songbook M HAS H H HAS M 

137 songbook tradeshow H HAS M H FOR M 

138 panhandle tradeshow M HAS H H FOR M 

139 powerboat mailman H HAS M H HAS M 

140 tollgate powerboat H HAS M H HAS M 

141 bookshop powerboat H HAS M H HAS M 

142 tollgate mailman H HAS M H HAS M 

143 mailman bookshop H HAS M H HAS M 

144 tollgate bookshop H HAS M H HAS M 

145 hailstorm pinhead H HAS M M HAS H 

146 sweatband hailstorm H FOR M H HAS M 

147 fruitcake hailstorm H MADE OF M H HAS M 

148 sweatband pinhead H FOR M M HAS H 

149 pinhead fruitcake M HAS H H MADE OF M 

150 sweatband fruitcake H FOR M H MADE OF M 

151 floorplan eyelash M HAS H M HAS H 

152 pinhead floorplan M HAS H M HAS H 

153 weekday floorplan M HAS H M HAS H 
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154 pinhead eyelash M HAS H M HAS H 

155 eyelash weekday M HAS H M HAS H 

156 pinhead weekday M HAS H M HAS H 

157 racetrack tinfoil H FOR M H MADE OF M 

158 racetrack doorframe H FOR M M HAS H 

159 racetrack newsboy H FOR M H HAS M 

160 tinfoil doorframe H MADE OF M M HAS H 

161 tinfoil newsboy H MADE OF M H HAS M 

162 doorframe newsboy M HAS H H HAS M 

163 paperclip stoneware H FOR M H MADE OF M 

164 paperclip weekday H FOR M M HAS H 

165 hunchback paperclip H HAS M H FOR M 

166 weekday stoneware M HAS H H MADE OF M 

167 stoneware hunchback H MADE OF M H HAS M 

168 weekday hunchback M HAS H H HAS M 

169 wolfpack limestone H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

170 meatball wolfpack H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

171 snowfield wolfpack H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

172 meatball limestone H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

173 limestone snowfield H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

174 meatball snowfield H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

175 sandpaper trainload H MADE OF M M HAS H 

176 bookshop sandpaper H HAS M H MADE OF M 

177 dustpan sandpaper H FOR M H MADE OF M 

178 bookshop trainload H HAS M M HAS H 

179 trainload dustpan M HAS H H FOR M 

180 bookshop dustpan H HAS M H FOR M 

181 footwear mothball H FOR M H FOR M 

182 footwear birdcage H FOR M H FOR M 

183 stoplight footwear H FOR M H FOR M 

184 birdcage mothball H FOR M H FOR M 

185 mothball stoplight H FOR M H FOR M 

186 birdcage stoplight H FOR M H FOR M 

187 hunchback sidecar H HAS M H HAS M 

188 drugstore hunchback H HAS M H HAS M 

189 cornfield hunchback H HAS M H HAS M 

190 sidecar drugstore H HAS M H HAS M 

191 sidecar cornfield H HAS M H HAS M 

192 drugstore cornfield H HAS M H HAS M 
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193 shellfish mealtime H HAS M H FOR M 

194 eyelash shellfish M HAS H H HAS M 

195 snowfield shellfish H MADE OF M H HAS M 

196 eyelash mealtime M HAS H H FOR M 

197 mealtime snowfield H FOR M H MADE OF M 

198 eyelash snowfield M HAS H H MADE OF M 

199 icepack honeycomb H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

200 icepack beefsteak H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

201 sandbank icepack H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

202 beefsteak honeycomb H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

203 honeycomb sandbank H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

204 beefsteak sandbank H MADE OF M H MADE OF M 

205 firewood gunboat H FOR M H HAS M 

206 meatball gunboat H MADE OF M H HAS M 

207 gunboat kneecap H HAS M M HAS H 

208 firewood meatball H FOR M H MADE OF M 

209 firewood kneecap H FOR M M HAS H 

210 meatball kneecap H MADE OF M M HAS H 

211 backache eggshell M HAS H M HAS H 

212 backache panhandle M HAS H M HAS H 

213 shoeshine backache M HAS H M HAS H 

214 panhandle eggshell M HAS H M HAS H 

215 eggshell shoeshine M HAS H M HAS H 

216 panhandle shoeshine M HAS H M HAS H 

217 hailstorm alehouse H HAS M H HAS M 

218 speedboat hailstorm H HAS M H HAS M 

219 goldfish hailstorm H HAS M H HAS M 

220 alehouse speedboat H HAS M H HAS M 

221 alehouse goldfish H HAS M H HAS M 

222 speedboat goldfish H HAS M H HAS M 

223 shipload woodwork M HAS H H MADE OF M 

224 shipload birdcage M HAS H H FOR M 

225 minefield shipload H HAS M M HAS H 

226 birdcage woodwork H FOR M H MADE OF M 

227 woodwork minefield H MADE OF M H HAS M 

228 birdcage minefield H FOR M H HAS M 

229 wolfpack eggshell H MADE OF M M HAS H 

230 wolfpack footwear H MADE OF M H FOR M 

231 tollgate wolfpack H HAS M H MADE OF M 
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232 footwear eggshell H FOR M M HAS H 

233 eggshell tollgate M HAS H H HAS M 

234 footwear tollgate H FOR M H HAS M 

235 facemask lifeguard H FOR M H FOR M 

236 dustpan facemask H FOR M H FOR M 

237 mousetrap facemask H FOR M H FOR M 

238 dustpan lifeguard H FOR M H FOR M 

239 lifeguard mousetrap H FOR M H FOR M 

240 dustpan mousetrap H FOR M H FOR M 

 


